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Abstract

Linda provides high-level linguistic abstractions for concurrent programming with operations for synchronization and
exchange of values between different programs that share
information by accessing common repositories named tuple
spaces. Despite their expressive power and their simplicity,
there are several challenges in implementing tuple space systems, which prevent the Linda model to be widespread.
The goal of this work is to provide an efficient implementation of the Linda coordination model. As a starting point, we
take K LAIM and its Java implementation and we improve on
it after evaluating the performances of selected implementations of tuple spaces and discussing their different implementation choices concerned with data structures and querying
techniques. Our K LAIM implementation is also extended with
abstractions for data replication based on automatic data placement strategies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Context and overview

Nowadays, people are surrounded by distributed systems: they use
them in their work by relying on clouds storages, by taking advantage of
online services, and when searching information on the Internet; they chat
with friends via Facebook, Telegram, and Skype; they use them on their
laptops and mobile devices. Distributed systems are also used for sharing
resources and for delivering services to high-performance computing.
Distributed systems work not only on the Internet but also in intranets:
banks use them to store and process money transactions, IT companies
create specialized clusters for Big data processing, etc.
A distributed system is a network that consists of autonomous computational units: computers, servers, mobile devices. All its components
are connected using a middleware and can work over different networks.
When we talk about components of distributed systems, an important
problem arises: how to connect them in such a way they constitute a coherent ensemble? Communication and coordination of components play a
crucial role in distributed systems since they determine how components
of systems interact with each other, exchange data, and synchronize their
work. According to the classification in Chapter 2 of [4], three communication paradigms can be singled out: interprocess communication, remote
1

invocation, and indirect communication. The interprocess paradigm refers
to low-level techniques of direct and explicit communication. This means
that a process, in order to communicate with another one, has to know its
address (see Figure 1). Remote invocation is common in client-server interactions and used when one of the two processes provides an operation or
a service and the other one accesses to it (see Figure 2). Indirect communication is based on the idea of the absence of space- and time- coupling
when senders and receivers do not know each other (see Figure 3).
Process A
Process A

sent message

Process B
operation call

operation
processing

reply

reply returned
Process B

Figure 1: Interpr. communic.

Figure 2: Remote invocation

Process A

Process B

Intermediary

Figure 3: Indirect communication

Each of the above-mentioned communication paradigms has a different level of abstraction. Usually, modeling communication via message
passing is more complicated than using primitives based on shared memory, see Chapter 4 of [5].
Indeed, describing and building a communication protocol between
two processes requires more efforts than relying on a common memory
which processes can asynchronously access.
One can single out two approaches on how to deal with shared mem2

ory: when it is maintained by one process and when it is split into parts
and each part is controlled by a different process, i.e. distributed shared
memory (DSM) is used. The first approach leads the process bearing the
memory to be a bottleneck since all the communications have to be mediated through it. For DSM instead, the common problems are which data
consistency model to use and how to maintain it. The need to solve these
problems comes with an additional implementation complexity of the
middleware that constitutes and maintains the shared memory. Anyway,
the programmer trades the system efficiency with the flexibility and simplicity of programming interactions between components based on DSM.
The situation is similar when we compare higher level languages with
assembly languages, where any overhead is usually outweighed by the
benefits of easier programming and portability.
In this work, we focus on tuple spaces, an associative shared memory
implementing the Linda coordination model. In this model, data are
retrieved not using their address but mentioning (part of ) their content,
by relying on pattern matching. The processes of a system do interact by
accessing a common memory that might be centralized or distributed. The
Linda model provides a small set of operations to write, read, withdraw
data from the memory and to spawn a process. Since the paradigm
consists of just four operations, it can be easily added to any programming
language either as an external library or as an extension of the target
language. Being a high-level model of communication, tuple spaces
allow expressing in a neat and compact way some mechanisms which are
typical of modern distributed systems and used for load balancing, fault
tolerance, synchronization.
As we said, the simplicity of the tuple space model comes with the
price of efficiency. In this document, we focus on the problem of how
to make tuple spaces efficient. We start from surveying techniques used
for storing and querying data which are typically used in well-known
tuple space implementations. Then, we evaluate several implementations
of tuple spaces highlighting their pros and cons. Afterwards, by taking
advantage of this evaluation phase, we propose a new efficient implementation of K LAIM, a process algebra based languages that relies on the
3

Linda model and on a distributed shared memory. Finally, we extend
K LAIM with constructs for modeling data replication. The description of
the new constructs, as well as their implementation details, is accompanied by the experimental evaluation of the proposed middleware.

1.2

Background and motivations

Tuple spaces have been considered in many works. Some of them
study how to adapt them to program context-aware applications [6, 7, 8]
or how to query tuple spaces via a SQL-like language [9]. In what follows,
we talk about the works that aim at offering efficient implementations
of tuple spaces. In particular, we discuss works devoted to the problem
of boosting pattern matching and of optimizing the distribution of tuple
spaces.
There are two approaches to make the Linda model efficient: to optimize tuple spaces management at compile-time and at run-time. The
former can be applied only on compiled languages, whereas the latter
does not have this restriction.
The compile-time optimization implies the use of a preprocessor to
reduce or eliminate run-time searching. Usually, this approach requires
two steps: code analysis and code generation. In the first phase, the
preprocessor analyzes a Linda program to determine patterns of how
tuples are used and how processes communicate [10, 11]. Then, in the
second phase, a new program code is generated that optimizes calls to
operations on tuple spaces. As examples, we can consider the following
cases considered in [12]:
• constant tuples that are used as semaphore-like signals can be substituted by variables-counters meaning that no search is required;
• hash tables can be used for tuples needed to store parameters (with
a key-value structure) providing a constant search time;
• a data update operation, that consists of a sequential call of withdrawing and writing operations, can be substituted by a single operation that reduces the number of interactions between processes.
4

However, it is not always possible to use techniques based on a compiletime analysis. In fact, this approach does not appear to be that appealing
nowadays since there are no recent works on it.
The second approach is more widespread. There exist several techniques used to boost pattern matching. Since sequential reading is rarely
required and linearly depends on the number of tuples in a tuple space,
an important problem is how to avoid the linear search time. A general
approach is to extract a specific information from tuples and then use this
information while performing the pattern matching. The most common
techniques rely on hash tables as a base data structures to store tuples
where the key can be computed using tuple content [13, 14, 15]. It is worth
to note that using hash tables is not a universal solution but a trade-off
between performance and expressiveness. On one hand, it provides a
constant search time when a tuple space is used as a key-value store. On
the other hand, it limits expressiveness of the paradigm since there are
restrictions on templates that can be correctly matched. This is why some
implementations, such as [14] and [15], restrict the key to a single field.
A good balance between performance and flexibility of using any
templates can be achieved when indexing techniques are used [9, 16].
Precomputed indexes provide more flexible search and acceptable performances. The drawback is the necessity to maintain an index structure
which implies memory overhead.
Other techniques worth mentioning are partitioning, prefetching, and
concurrent data structures. Partitioning utilizes a specific information about
tuples to split a tuple space into several smaller ones. For example, in
[17] the specific information is the structure of tuples. The technique
called prefetching [17] allows processes to send an asynchronous request
for a tuple and to continue their work while the search is performed.
When the requested tuple is needed, if found, it is used without waiting.
Using parallel or concurrent data structures is another way to improve the
throughput of the tuple spaces since several operations can be performed
in parallel.
Replication is used in tuple spaces either to guarantee fault tolerance or
to increase data availability. According to the CAP theorem (Consistency5

Availability-Partition tolerance) [18], strong consistency of data, data
availability and partition tolerance cannot be guaranteed simultaneously,
but only any two out of the three. Usually, network partitioning has to
be tolerated meaning that either consistency or availability requirements
have to be softened. When talking about making data more available, we
mean that the average access time for these data should decrease. Fault
tolerance prevents data loss by keeping different copies of the data. Tuple
space systems that aim at fault tolerance take care of how to prevent data
loss and do not consider performance an important issue[19, 20, 21, 22] .
There are several approaches to improve the time of data reading and
data manipulation. One of them is to relax consistency requirements.
Among many consistency models [23], one can distinguish strong consistency which is the strictest of all consistency models and other relaxed
memory models. By specifying a certain consistency model for certain
classes of data, we can manage the performance of reading and writing
operations. For instance, for data that simulate synchronization primitives, such as barriers, which require atomic operations on them, it makes
sense to use strong consistency. While for data that do not require atomic
operations, weaker consistency models can be used.
Replica placement is another important part of replication mechanisms. Placement algorithms can utilize different information: network
information [20, 24, 25], characteristics of the network or of its nodes [26],
the activity of network nodes based on Hot-Spot [27] or data popularity
[28]. Usually, fast placement computing and high precision of placement
cannot be achieved simultaneously and it is required to choose which
characteristic is preferable for the system. Replication is a standard technique [29] in Content Delivery Networks (CDN), however, for CDN the
speed of the algorithm for replica placement is not very important. For
real-time systems, it is acceptable to sacrifice high precision to be able to
work over bigger networks. Among techniques to decrease the complexity
of placement’s computing, it is worth mentioning the work in [30] where a
decentralized summary of recent accesses is used to achieve near-optimal
performance, and the work in [25] that applies a two-steps procedure of
choosing places where data have to be stored.
6

We believe that it is possible to enjoy the flexibility and the easiness
of programming with tuple spaces and, at the same time, be sure that
communication between components of the distributed system performs
efficiently. In our view, while designing distributed systems, it is difficult
to determine in advance where to place data and this problem should
be solved automatically by the middleware of tuple spaces. At the same
time, programmers of a distributed system know the types of data to be
transferred and their characteristics (allowed consistency and how they
can be stored). By dividing responsibility between programmers and the
middleware, distributed systems can gain better performances.

1.3
1.3.1

Contribution and organization
Contribution

In this work, we answer the following questions:
– what makes tuple space efficient?
– what is the appropriate abstraction for sharing data via tuple spaces?
Specifically, the contributions of our work are the following ones:
• an experimental evaluation of a number of tuple space implementations. Starting from the opinion that practical evaluation gives
more information about the way certain techniques and approaches
affect performances of tuple spaces and which of them are more
important than others, we perform experiments with several preselected tuple spaces using case studies that test different aspects
of implementations, such as pattern matching, communication or
computation speed.
• an implementation of customizable tuple spaces in which programmers can choose the underlying data structure where each node will
store its tuples. In this way, it is possible to create a system such that
certain nodes offer fast data retrieval time while other, for example,
fast writing time.
7

• a programming abstraction for sharing data via tuple spaces. Sharing primitives that can be used by the programmer to explicitly
specify the localities where data has to be replicated is beneficial
in static networks that do not change over time and when the programmer knows the characteristics of localities and network. When
using dynamic networks, it is more difficult to determine where
to put data. We propose to use a sharing abstraction where the
programmer instead of directly specifying the localities can specify
a “group” for which a particular tuple has to be replicated. A group
is a dynamic set of nodes, since at run-time a node may join or leave.
By using this approach, it is possible to optimize data placement
according to certain network characteristics.

1.3.2

Structure of the thesis

The rest of the work is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 provides a deep and wide survey of the state of art of
tuple space’s implementations, replication and replica placement.
We start this by reviewing some of the main implementations of
general purposes tuple spaces. Then, we consider replication and
review tuple spaces that exploit it and describe techniques used for
replica placement.
• Chapter 3 is devoted to the programming language K LAIM and its
implementation in Java, named K LAVA. First, we formally define
K LAIM presenting its syntax and semantics. Then, we describe
the application interface (API) of K LAVA and show how to use
this framework to program distributed applications. Finally, we
report on the change that we did to have a more efficient K LAIM
implementation.
• Chapter 4 presents an experimental evaluation of different tuple
space’s implementations. Two series of experiments are performed.
First, the old implementation of K LAIM is compared with the new
one in order to show the obtained improvements. Then, the new
8

implementation of K LAIM is compared with other preselected implementations.
• Chapter 5 presents a tuple space with programming abstraction for
data sharing with the purpose of increasing data availability. First,
we describe the sharing abstraction and how it is applied to K LAIM
providing details about consistency model and replication strategies.
Then, we report results of the experimental evaluation of this tuple
space.
• Chapter 6 summarizes the main results of the work and draws
possible directions for further research.

9

Chapter 2

Background on tuple spaces
A distributed system consists of different components located on different nodes and possibly in different networks all over the Internet.
Communication among its nodes is crucial for its functioning. Communication paradigms are groups of techniques that describe how processes
can communicate with each other to exchange data and to synchronize
their actions.
This chapter is mainly focused on the tuple space paradigm as a mean
of communication among components. In Section 2.1, we will overview
different communication paradigms and then we will focus on the Linda
model which is based on guaranteed a controlled access to the shared
memory. In Section 2.2, we discuss the main data structures and speedup techniques that can be used while building a tuple space. Section 2.3
reviews a number of current implementations of tuple spaces highlighting
their main features. Section 2.4 discusses replication mechanisms for tuple
spaces and reviews some of the implementations of tuple spaces which
make use of them.

2.1

The Linda model

In this section, we discuss communication paradigms focusing on
indirect communication and the Linda model. Then, we describe tuple
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spaces stressing their weak and strong points.

2.1.1

Communication paradigms

There are three communication paradigms (cf. [4], Chapter 2) used
in programming parallel and distributed computing: interprocess communication, remote invocation and indirect communication. Communication
can occur between processes located either on the same machine or on
different ones.

Interprocess communication. Interprocess communication refers to techniques that provide an intuitively simple abstraction of communication
between processes. It is represented by low-level socket programming,
e.g., network sockets [4] and Unix domain sockets [31], and more advanced message passing. Often, interprocess communication is used to
build higher level programming abstractions. For instance, message passing provides primitives for sending messages and receiving messages
from other processes. It requires programmers to specify the addresses of
senders and recipients, data and metadata to be sent. Message passing
is a popular technique that was proposed for the first time in the formal
language Communicating Sequential Processes [32] and has a number of
implementations such as Actor model [33] and Message Passing Interface
(MPI) [34]. Most recently, the language Go [35] defined at Google has
message passing as the basic communication primitive.

Remote invocation. Remote invocation is considered the most common
paradigm of communication used in distributed systems. It provides a
higher abstraction of communication that allows executing remote operations, methods or procedures in different address spaces. Procedure calls
are coded as they were local ones, hiding from the software developers the
details about the interaction with remote processes. Instances of remote
invocation paradigm are request-reply protocols, Remote Procedure call
(RPC) [36] and Remote Method Invocation (RMI) [37].
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Indirect communication. Indirect communication is a high-level abstraction that refers to techniques where senders and receivers are timeand space-decoupled and that is characterized by the presence of an intermediary component placed between the communicating processes. The
paradigm is represented by techniques of group communication (the communication is performed via a group abstraction and senders are unaware
of receivers), publish-subscribe systems, message queue systems, and
shared memory.
In our work, we focus on the approach of distributed shared memory
(DSM). This is a memory which is distributed over processes (or nodes
of the network) but from the access point of view is considered as a
centralized one. DSM allows programmers to access remote data as they
were stored locally. Since memory is distributed, an important issue is
how to preserve consistency of data while reading, writing and updating
them. Thus, each DSM’s implementation has to define a consistency
model. Most recognized types of DSM are shared objects, e.g. Orca [38] and
Shasta [39], and structured DSM, e.g., Linda model [40], Global Arrays [41]
and PastSet [42].

2.1.2

Linda model and tuple space

The Linda model [40], proposed by David Gelernter, is a coordination
model for parallel and distributed systems. The model is based on highlevel operations for synchronization and for exchange of information
among different processes sharing data via common repositories named
tuple spaces. In Linda, a programming model consists of two separate
parts: the computation model and the coordination model. The latter takes
on the role of a glue that binds separate activities into an ensemble [43] to
obtain a single computational unit.
The Linda model is based on the use of associative access to data
meaning that data are accessed not by their addresses but by their content.
This paradigm is appropriate for those applications based on a data driven
approach.
The Linda interaction model provides time and space decoupling [44],
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since tuple producers and consumers do not need to know each other. It
is beneficial for many scenarios because processes can interact without
knowing their names and physical addresses. Indeed, avoiding explicit
or fixed names and addresses makes programming more flexible.
The simplicity of this coordination model makes it very intuitive and
easy to use. Some synchronization primitives, e.g. semaphores or barrier
synchronization, can be implemented easily in Linda (cf. [45], Chapter 3).
Because the model is based on shared memory paradigm where all data
are assumed and managed as a single data space, the model facilitates
implementing some techniques improving data security [46], e.g., access
to the tuple space and the monitoring of performed operations.
Nevertheless, there are several limitations that prevent tuple spaces
to be widespread as, for instance, message passing. Some of the limitations, like security vulnerability and absence of the mechanism for fault
tolerance, are common to other paradigms and they are provided just
on implementations of tuple spaces that are focused on addressing these
particular issues. The scalability problem is a more fundamental one and
difficult to be solved [47, 48]. One of the main reasons is the atomicity
of Linda’s operations and, specifically, the presence of the operation that
removes data. This operation introduces a problem of data consistency
and prevents tuple spaces to be easily scalable.
Operation on tuple space. Linda model deals with data in forms of
tuples. A tuple is a finite ordered sequence of elements. The length of
tuples can vary and fields of tuples can be either formal (referred also as
wildcard) or actual. Actual fields contain values of different data types.
Formal fields are used to define patterns (patterns are sometimes called
templates) meaning that certain values of these fields are not specified. Tuples to be inserted can in the tuple space have only actual fields, whereas
templates can contain both actual fields and formal fields. For instance,
the tuple h“lamp", “status", “on"i consists of three actual fields (strings);
the template h“lamp", “status", _i consists of three elements such that the
values of the first two of them are “lamp" and “status" respectively and
the third field can have any value.
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The typical pattern matching algorithm matches tuples and templates
if:
1. both elements have the same number of fields;
2. the actual field in the template is equal to the values in the tuple;
3. the types of all formal fields equals the type of the proper values.
The operations provided by the Linda model are:
• out(tuple), inserts a tuple into the tuple space;
• in(template), withdraws from the tuple space a tuple matching the
given template while keeping note of the matched values. If there is
no matching tuple the process executing the operation blocks until
such a tuple is detected.
• rd(template), behaves like in but it does not remove the matched
tuple from the tuple space;
• eval(expression), spawns a new process to evaluate the expression
and inserts the result of the evaluation into the tuple space.
As mentioned above, in and rd are blocking operations meaning that they
keep waiting for the wanted tuple.
Figure 4 illustrates an example of a tuple space that contains different
structured values. The tuple h“lamp", “status", “on"i is produced by the
operation out(h“lamp", “status", “on"i), and it can be read with the operation rd(h“lamp", “status", xi) after pattern-matching. In this case, the
reading process checks all tuples in the tuple space consisting of three
elements containing the strings “lamp” and “status” in the first two fields
and assigns the third value of one of the matching tuples to variable x. The
withdrawal operation in(h“room", _, _i) consumes (atomically retracts)
one of two tuples that has the string “room” as the first field and leaves
the other one in the tuple space. This in operation can consume either tuple h“room", 1, “lamp"i or h“room", 2, “tv"i since both are matched by the
template. The choice of the tuple to be “consumed" is nondeterministic
and would depend on the specific implementation of pattern matching.
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P1

out(h“lamp", “status", “on"i)
in(h“room", _, _i)

P3

h“lamp", “status", “on"i
h“room", 1, “lamp"i

h“tv", “status", “off"i

h“room", 2, “tv"i

P2

eval(...)

rd(h“lamp", “status", xi)

P4

Figure 4: An example of tuple space

Some implementations extend the original set of operations on the
tuple space with non-blocking variants of querying operations rdp and
inp that are similar to the blocking operations rd and in but do not block
the executing process [45]. These operations look up a tuple in the tuple
space and, if the tuple is found, assign values to variables in the template
and return a positive result. If no tuples are found, these operations return
a negative result.
Distributed tuple spaces. From the application point of view, tuple
spaces can be either managed by a single process or split among different processes [49]. The first case is when a centralized tuple space (see
Figure 5) is used that is when one process maintains a tuple space and
other processes make requests to it. The second case is when each node
maintains its own tuple space (see Figure 6).
In this last case, we distinguish between local and remote tuple spaces.
Regardless of the fact that processes run on a single or on different machines, we consider remote a tuple space that is instantiated/managed
by processes different from the one that performs operations (read, write,
withdraw) on it. We instead consider local a tuple space that is accessed
by the same process that instantiated it. As shown in Figure 6, for process
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Process -server
Tuple space
rd (template)

out (tuple)

Process -client

Process - client

Process -client

Figure 5: Centralized tuple space

A the tuple space A is local, whereas the tuple space B is remote.
Process A

rd (template)

Tuple space A

Process B
Tuple space B

out (tuple)

rd (template)
Process C
Tuple space C

Figure 6: Distribution of tuple spaces

2.2

Data structures

The performance of tuple spaces depends on different aspects. One of
them is the design of a concrete instance of the tuple space that resides in a
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process. In this section, we focus on data structures and techniques that are
used while designing tuple spaces and consider the way pattern matching
is implemented and the techniques used to improve the performance of
the tuple space when there are many concurrent processes.

2.2.1

Data structures

In what follows, we discuss the data structures and techniques that
have been used for implementing, manipulating and querying tuple
spaces. We pay particular attention to the computational complexity of
operations. We recall that O(−) represents a complexity upper bound,
Ω(−) a lower bound and Θ(−) a tight bound [50].
Vectors. A vector is a random access data structure similar to an array
with the difference that a vector can dynamically change its size. The
computational complexity for adding an element at the end of a vector and
accessing any element via its index is Θ(1). If an insertion is performed at
a specific position of the vector the time is O(n) where n is the number of
elements stored in the vector. The removal of any element of a vector costs
O(n). In order to find an element, it is necessary to check sequentially
all elements before the required one, hence searching an element takes
linear time O(n). Vectors have been used for the implementation of a
distributed variant of Linda, known as K LAIM [51].
A tuple space built on a vector has a very fast writing time Θ(1), and
a slow search time being it proportional to the number of the tuples. If
we suppose that all tuples in the tuple space have the same dimension m
(number of fields) the search time is O(nm).
Linked lists are sometimes used as variants of vectors. They are similar
to vectors but offer a constant time Θ(1) to remove an element, when its
position is known. This renders withdrawing slightly faster because we
can first search for an element in the tuple space and then delete it. It is
evident that using a vector-based tuple space in an application in which
writing operations are much more than reading ones has a positive impact
on performances.
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Hash tables. A hash table is a data structure which implements an
associative array mapping keys to values. It performs very well on reading
operations when each element has a unique key; it requires O(1) time
for insertion and deletion and Θ(1) time for lookup in the best case,
but because of collisions (when different values share the same key) the
lookup time can grow to O(n).
The general idea of implementing tuple spaces via hash tables is the
following. For a write operation, we need to compute a hash value
of a tuple and place it in the appropriate slot. The time required for
this operation depends on the chosen hash function and on the data.
The hash function should have a wide range and map inputs as evenly
as possible (e.g., co-domain as big as the domain). To avoid collisions
separate chaining or open addressing can be used. The first method, separate
chaining, permits associating a collection of elements (e.g. vector, linked
list) with a single slot corresponding to a given key. The second method
states that whenever the slot of the hash table turns out to be used after
probing it is necessary to look for an unused one where to place the data.
The performance of two methods for collision resolution depends on the
data and on the chosen hash function.
Performances of hash-based tuple spaces are heavily affected by the
type of stored tuples. Hashing guarantees fast search time in most of the
cases but, if compared with vector-based implementations, it requires
more time for tuples insertion. Another drawback is that, to have the
fastest search time, by relying on efficient, ad-hoc, hash functions, it is
necessary to know a priori all the templates the application will use. In
fact, different templates, with different wildcards and values, can be used
to match the same tuple. This implies that when we add a tuple and
compute its hash value, we need to take into account all kind of templates
that could match that specific tuple.
Implementations such as L UATS [14] and T UPLEWARE [13] are based
on hash tables but only certain fields are used to calculate the hash value.
In L UATS all the tuples are augmented by a field, the first one, storing the
key of the slot to which they belong. This solution is similar to the idea of
partitioning of tuple space, that will be discussed later on. On the contrary,
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T UPLEWARE uses the first two or three fields of each tuple, depending on
the number of its fields, to compute its hash value.
Trees. Self-balancing binary search trees are binary search trees that automatically adjust their height after insertion and deletion operations, to be
as small as possible. The implementation can be based on such trees as
AVL trees or red black trees [50]. Insertion, deletion and search operations
take O(log n) in both the best and the worst cases. Querying a tree-based
implementation using different templates implies the same problem as in
the hash-based case, that we have discussed previously.

2.2.2

Speed-up techniques

Metadata can be built on top of existing tuple spaces in order to improve their reading time. This is the case for indexing, a special data
structure that collects and maintains metadata about tuples and partitioning where “similar” tuples (usually similarity is at the level of their type)
are stored in the same data structure. Other speed-up techniques are concerned with multiple pending blocking operations and with concurrent
accesses. Below, we discuss how these techniques can be implemented.
Indexing. In database theory an index is a data structure that improves
the speed of data retrieval but at the same time requires additional storage
space and additional computation and maintenance time, see, e.g., [52],
Chapter 14. When indexing is used, each tuple has to have a unique
identifier and the index is an associative array that associates to the fields
of a general pattern the actual values paired with the set of identifiers of
tuples containing that value in that field.
When modifying and querying indexing-based tuple spaces most of
the time is spent on processing indexes. Writing and reading times depend
on the number of indexes used: if k indexes are used, the writing time is
O(k) and the reading time varies from Ω(1) to O(k).
Indexing-based tuple spaces are similar to those based on hash tables
because the structure of each index looks like a hash table where data
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with the same value are grouped in one slot. However, the former offers
a more general way of querying with the option of flexible searches that
allows one to use different templates on the same dataset. Obviously,
indexing could be implemented also with hash tables, but this would
require computing a hash value for each template. Indexing guarantees a
searching time that is as fast as the one offered by hash tables. In addition,
since for each tuple’s type, there is a certain set of indexes, it is possible to
partially parallelize querying. However, maintaining indexing structures
requires more time and space and, in utmost cases, the additional size can
be comparable with that of the data; e.g., when the data in all tuple fields
are different.
Indexing is exploited in G IGA S PACES[16] and M OZART S PACES[9]. Both
of them use objects to represent tuples and programmers can select the
fields of the tuple to be indexed by using annotations.

Partitioning. A technique used to reduce searching time in tuple spaces
containing a high number of tuples is to group them into smaller spaces
according to specific heuristics. A tuple space can be partitioned according
to the nature of a tuple: number of fields, tuple structure, fields type
and so on. An example of partitioning can be found in [17] where they
introduce the notion of homogenization of a tuple space and divide it into
several parts according to the type of tuple.
This technique has several advantages: a smaller number of tuples
per container (more balanced), less time for type comparison, better granularity (e.g. at the level of the partitions) of lock/synchronization for
parallel processing. The performance depends on data distribution and
chosen criteria of partitioning. When a tuple space has to store tuples
of many different types, partitioning decreases the search time that is
especially important for the tuple spaces based on data structures, like
vectors, which require non-constant search time. In this case, it is not
necessary to spend time for type verification because the type is verified
just once when the partition is chosen. Moreover, partitioning allows for
parallel processing of different partitions.
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Speeding up blocking operations. A naive approach to deal with blocking rd and in operations is to require the whole tuple space to be searched
whenever a new tuple is inserted. However, such an approach may cause
spending the time to check whether previously existing (and ruled out)
tuples can be matched. A more efficient solution would require checking
only newly added tuples. In some implementation, each process waiting
for a matching tuple subscribes for updates and is notified whenever a
new tuple is added to the tuple space. Obviously, this technique turns out
to be very efficient only when tuples are not frequently added.

Parallel tuple space access. The use of concurrent data structures is
another technique to make a tuple space more suitable to a high number
of concurrent accesses. However, it is not immediate that allowing concurrent accesses to the data structure will boost the performance of the
application. Indeed, one crucial part is to define the right lock granularity
of the data structure in order to avoid a global lock leading to accesses
sequentialisation.
Another way to parallelize operations on tuple space is to analyze the
request to a tuple space and execute in parallel the operations that do
not modify the tuple space (e.g., rd operations) and perform the other
operations sequentially.
Considering the works on concurrent data structures and excluding
vector-like ones, it is worth to note that concurrent hash tables are used
more (see, e.g. [53], Chapter 47) than concurrent trees. Achieving a good
level of parallelization with trees is much more problematic because it is
difficult to avoid a global lock for operations that update the tree (insertion
and removal of a node). For example, relaxed red-black trees [54] do not use
tight coupling between updates and rebalancing in trees. Instead, they
postpone the rebalancing and perform urgent updates first. In [55] it is
reported that these trees guarantee a significant gain with respect to the
strictly balanced red-black trees and allow to exploit the benefits of the
trees even when they are not completely balanced.
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DHT. DHT [56] is a decentralized distributed system for storing data
in the format of pairs (key, value). Usually, the lookup complexity in
DHTs is O(log n) where n is the number of nodes. DHTs have inbuilt
mechanisms of replication and guarantee properties such as autonomy,
decentralization, fault tolerance, and scalability. However, in spite of these
properties, there are limitations that prevent building tuple spaces on top
of DHTs. Similarly to ordinary hash tables, one of the main drawbacks
is that DHTs limit expressiveness of pattern matching described in the
Linda model and prevent preserving the original structure of data. Some
works, like, e.g., DT UPLES [15] and [57] adapt DHTs to the paradigm of
tuple spaces. DT UPLES uses the first field of the tuple to determine the
node of the network where data have to be placed. Thus, the pattern
matching is limited by matching the first field. In [57], the stored value
is not just a single data, but a container, a separate data space, while the
name of the container is used as a key. In this case, the container is an
ordinary tuple space that does not have any restriction on templates used
for data retrieval.

2.2.3

Discussion

Programmability. One of the challenges in implementing tuple spaces
with hash tables or trees is how to identify a tuple within the data structure.
For binary trees, it is the designation of non-root nodes as left or right
child. For hash tables, it is the computation of the key for each slot. This
requires the designer of the tuple space to choose how to adapt these data
structures in order to use them with the Linda model. Possible solutions
are:
• To limit the number of fields to be considered. In T UPLEWARE, the
initial n fields of a template never contain wildcards and provide information to find a required tuple. For T UPLEWARE, this is a design
choice since the aim of this tuple space is to improve performance
for applications that use array-based data.
• To specify the templates that will be used for querying. In the case
of hash tables, for each type of templates (templates with different
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positions of wildcards) values of different fields are used for computing the hashes. In the case of binary trees, for each predefined
type of templates, a separate tree has to be built.

Considering the tuple space with indexing, the latter can be applied either
to all fields or to some of them. In the first case, no additional work for
programmers is needed, whereas in the second case, it is necessary to
specify these fields (e.g., using field’s annotation as in G IGA S PACES).

Comparison. Trees, indexing, and hash tables can provide nonlinear (to
the number of elements) search time. According to the computational
complexity of operations, tuple spaces based on hash tables do outperform
others. Comparing indexing and hash tables, indexing provides more
flexible control, especially, if the tuple space is actively used as a database
meaning that many different templates are used to query data.
The performance of blocking operations can be improved in several
ways: e.g. performing a repeat search only on newly added data or using
concurrent data structures. Both of them do not necessarily improve the
performance. So, the first one is beneficial when the tuple space does not
change much over time and is used mostly for data retrieval.
Partitioning and concurrent data structures can improve the performance of tuple spaces allowing processes to access a tuple space in parallel.
Some concurrent data structures use partitioning in their internal implementation. For example, in Java JDK’s ConcurrentHashMap the number
of partitions that can be accessed concurrently is a parameter and can be
set while instantiating. However, concurrent data structures can perform
worse than the ordinary ones when they are misused and can slow down
the tuple space. Hash tables are well-studied data structures [58] and
there are many implementations that provide a good level of parallelization, see e.g., Threading Building Blocks [59] and Folly, the Facebook Open
Source Library [60, 61].
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2.3

Implementations

In this section, we review a number of implementations of tuple spaces
highlighting their main features. Then, we compare the different implementations. It is worth noting, that we decide to not consider implementations of tuple spaces that provide replication to increase data availability.
We postpone their description to Section 2.4, there we talk about replication.
While describing implementations of tuple spaces, we pay attention
to the following criteria which can be divided into two groups. The first
group contains criteria that we consider fundamental for any tuple space
system:
eval operation This criterion denotes whether the tuple space system has
implemented the eval operation and, therefore, offers the possibility
of code mobility. It is worth mentioning that the original eval
operation was about asynchronous evaluation and not code mobility,
but in the scope of a distributed tuple space, it makes programming
data manipulation more flexible.
Tuples clustering This criterion determines whether some tuples are
grouped by particular parameters that can be used to determine
where to store them in the network.
Absence of domain specificity Some implementations have been developed having a particular application domain in mind. On the one
hand, this implies that domain-specific implementations outperform the general purpose one, but on the other hand, this can be
considered as a limitation if one aims at generality.
Security This criterion specifies whether an implementation has features
to control access to tuples. For instance, a tuple space can require
authorizations and regulate the access to its tuples, limiting the
specific operations (e.g. only writes or read).
The second group of criteria gathers features which are desirable for
any fully distributed implementation that runs over a computer network,
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does not rely on a single node of control or management and is scalable.
We did not consider fault tolerance as an evaluation criterion because we
think this a somewhat orthogonal issue.
Distributed tuple space This criterion denotes whether tuple spaces are
stored in one single node of the network or they are spread across
the network.
Decentralized management Distributed systems rely on a node that controls the others or the control is shared among several nodes. Usually, systems with the centralized control have bottlenecks which
limit their performance.

2.3.1

Tuple space systems

Since the first publication on Linda, there have been a plenty of implementations of its coordination model in different languages. Our
purpose is to review the most significant and recent ones, that are possibly still maintained, avoiding toy implementations or the one short
paper implementations. However, we do not consider tuple space based
middleware specifically devised for ad-hoc wireless networks [62] or
for agent-based programming [63]. Based on these considerations, we
have chosen: J AVA S PACES [64] and TS PACES [65] which are two industrial proposals of tuple spaces for Java; G IGA S PACES [16] which is a
commercial implementation of tuple spaces; T UPLEWARE [13] featuring an adaptive search mechanism based on communication history;
G RINDA [66], B LOSSOM [17], DT UPLES [15] featuring distributed tuple
spaces; L UATS [14] which mixes reactive models with tuple spaces; M OZART S PACES [9
and K LAIM [51] which are two academic implementations with a good
record of research papers based on them.
B LOSSOM. B LOSSOM [17] is a C++ implementation of Linda which was
developed to achieve high performance and correctness of program codes.
In B LOSSOM all tuple spaces are homogeneous with a predefined structure
that demands less time for type comparison during the tuple lookup.
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B LOSSOM was designed as a distributed tuple space and can be considered
as a distributed hash table. To improve scalability each tuple can be
assigned to a particular place (a machine or a processor) on the basis of its
values. The choose the place where a certain tuple should be located the
following mechanism is used: every tuple is associated with the access
pattern that determines which fields have to contain values (also for
templates); based on the values of these fields it is possible to compute
an identifier of the tuple’s location. Conversely, using the data from the
template, the exact place where a required tuple is potentially stored can
be found. Prefetching allows a process to send an asynchronous (i.e. nonblocking) request for a tuple and to continue its work while the search is
performed. When the requested tuple is needed, if found, it is received
without waiting.
TS PACES. TS PACES [65] is an implementation of the Linda model developed at the IBM Almaden Research Center. It combines asynchronous
messaging with database features. TS PACES provides a transactional
support and a mechanism of tuple aging. Moreover, the embedded mechanism for access control to tuple spaces is based on access permission.
It checks whether a client is able to perform specific operations in the
specific tuples space. Pattern matching is performed using either standard
equals method or compareTo method.
K LAIM. K LAIM [51] (A Kernel Language for Agents Interaction and
Mobility) is an extension of Linda supporting distribution and processes
mobility. Processes, like any other data, can be moved from one locality
to another and can be executed at any locality. Klava [67] is a Java implementation of K LAIM that supports multiple tuple spaces and permits
operating with explicit localities where processes and tuples are allocated.
In this way, several tuples can be grouped and stored in one locality.
Moreover, all the operations on tuple spaces are parameterized with a
locality. The emphasis is put also on access control which is important
for mobile applications. For this reason, K LAIM introduces a type system
which allows checking whether a process is allowed to perform specific
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operations at specific localities.
J AVA S PACES. J AVA S PACES [64] is one of the first implementations of
tuple spaces developed by Sun Microsystems. It is based on a number of Java technologies (e.g., Jini and RMI) and has been recently integrated into the Apache River project. Like TS PACES, J AVA S PACES supports transactions and a mechanism of tuple aging. A tuple, called entry
in J AVA S PACES, is an instance of a Java class and its fields are the public
properties of the class. This means that tuples are restricted to contain
only objects and not primitive values. The tuple space is implemented
by using a simple Java collection. Pattern matching is performed on the
byte-level, and the byte-level comparison of data supports object-oriented
polymorphism.
G IGA S PACES. G IGA S PACES [16] is a contemporary commercial implementation of tuple spaces. Nowadays, the core of this system is G IGA S PACES
XAP, a scale-out application server; user applications should interact with
the server to create and use their own tuple space. The main areas where
G IGA S PACES is applied are those concerned with big data analytics. Its
main features are linear scalability, optimization of RAM usage, synchronization with databases and several database-like features such as
complex queries, transactions, and replication.
L UATS. L UATS [14] is a reactive event-driven tuple space system written in Lua. Its main features are the associative mechanism of tuple retrieving, fully asynchronous operations and the support of code mobility.
L UATS provides centralized management of the tuple space which can be
logically partitioned into several parts using indexing. L UATS combines
the Linda model with the event-driven programming paradigm. This
paradigm was chosen to simplify program development since it allows
avoiding the use of synchronization mechanisms for tuple retrieval and
makes more transparent programming and debugging of multi-thread
programs. Tuples can contain any data which can be serialized in Lua.
To obtain a more flexible and intelligent search of tuples, processes can
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send to the server code that once executed returns the matched tuples.
The reactive tuple space is implemented as a hash table, in which data are
stored along with the information supporting the reactive nature of that
tuple space (templates, client addresses, callbacks and so on).
M OZART S PACES. M OZART S PACES [9] is a Java implementation of the
space-based approach [68]. The implementation was initially based on the
eXtensible Virtual Shared Memory (XVSM) technology, developed at the
Space Based Computing Group, Institute of Computer Languages, Vienna
University of Technology. The basic idea of XVSM is related to the concept
of coordinator: an object defining how tuples (called entries) are stored.
For the retrieval, each coordinator is associated with a selector, an object
that defines how entries can be fetched. There are several predefined
coordinators such as FIFO, LIFO, Label (each tuple is identified by a label,
which can be used to retrieve it), Linda (corresponding to the classic tuple
matching mechanism), Query (search can be performed via a query-like
language) and many others. Along with them, a programmer can define a
new coordinator or use a combination of different coordinators (e.g. FIFO
and Label). M OZART S PACES provides also transactional support and a
role-based access control model [69].
DT UPLES. DT UPLES [15] is designed for peer-to-peer networks and
based on distributed hash tables (DHT), a scalable and efficient approach.
Key features of DHT are autonomy and decentralization. There is no central server and each node of the DHT is in charge of storing a part of the
hash table and of keeping routing information about other nodes. As the
basis of the DTH’s implementation DT UPLES uses FreePastry1 . DT UPLES
supports transactions and guarantees fault-tolerance via replication mechanisms. Moreover, it supports multi tuple spaces and allows for two kinds
of tuple space: public and subject. A public tuple space is shared among all
the processes and all of them can perform any operation on it. A subject
tuple space is a private space accessible only by the processes that are
1 FreePastry is an open-source implementation of Pastry, a substrate for peer-to-peer
applications (http://www.freepastry.org/FreePastry/).
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bound to it. Any subject space can be bound to several processes and can
be removed if no process is bound to it. Due to the nature of DHTs, the
expressiveness of the pattern matching is limited, since only the first field
of the tuple participates in matching. Value of the first field is used to
identify a node of the DHT where the tuple has to be stored.

G RINDA. G RINDA [66] is a distributed tuple space which was designed
for large scale infrastructures. It combines the Linda coordination model with grid architectures aiming at improving the performance of distributed tuple spaces, especially with a lot of tuples. To boost the search
of tuples, G RINDA utilizes spatial indexing schemes (X-Tree, Pyramid)
which are usually used in spatial databases and Geographical Information
Systems. Distribution of tuple spaces is based on the grid architecture
and implemented using structured P2P networks (based on Content Addressable Network and tree-based).

T UPLEWARE. T UPLEWARE [13] is specially designed for array-based
applications in which an array is decomposed into several parts each
of which can be processed in parallel. It aims at developing a scalable
distributed tuple space with good performances on a computing cluster
and provides simple programming facilities to deal with both distributed
and centralized tuple space. The tuple space is implemented as a hash
table, containing pairs consisting of a key and a vector of tuples. Since
synchronization lock on Java hash table is done at the level of the hash
element, it is possible to access concurrently to several elements of the
table. To speed up the search in the distributed tuple space, the system
uses an algorithm based on the history of communication. Its main aim
is to minimize the number of communications for tuples retrieval. The
algorithm uses success factor, a real number between 0 and 1, expressing
the likelihood of the fact that a node can find a tuple in the tuple space of
other nodes. Each instance of T UPLEWARE calculates success factor on the
basis of previous attempts and first searches tuples in nodes with greater
success factor.
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2.3.2

Comparison
JSP TSP

GSP TW

GR

BL

DTP LTS

eval
operation

X

Tuple
clustering
No domain
specificity
Security
Distributed
tuple space

?
X

X

X

X

X
?

Decentralized
management
Scalability

KL

X

X

MS

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

J AVA S PACES (JSP), TS PACES (TSP), G IGA S PACES (GSP), T UPLEWARE (TW),
G RINDA (GR), B LOSSOM (BL), DT UPLES (DTP), L UATS (LTS), K LAIM (KL),
M OZART S PACES (MS)
Table 1: Results of the comparison

We evaluated described earlier tuple spaces using criteria listed at the
beginning of the section. Table 1 summarizes the result of our comparison:
X means that the implementation enjoys the property and ? means that
we were not able to provide an answer due to the lack of source code
and/or documentation.
After considering the results in Table 1, we are going to perform
detailed experiments that are presented in Chapter 4 with the following
tuple spaces:
• T UPLEWARE because it enjoys most of the wished features;
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• K LAIM because it offers distribution and code mobility;
• M OZART S PACES because it satisfies two important criteria of the
second group (fully distribution) and is one of the most recent
implementations.
• G IGA S PACES because it is the most modern among the commercial
systems; we will use it as a yardstick to compare the performance of
the others.
We would like to add that DT UPLES has not been considered for the
more detailed comparison because we have not been able to obtain its
libraries or source code and that G RINDA has been dropped because
it seems to be the less maintained one. It is worth noticing that while
G IGA S PACES and M OZART S PACES are still maintained, the other implementations are not, and their code is based in the state-of-the-art technology of their last release, which nowadays could result deprecated.

2.4

Replication

In this section, we discuss how replication is exploited to improve data
availability. In particular, we focus on applications of replication to tuple
spaces. First, we describe and discuss tuple spaces where replication is
applied. Then, we talk about approaches that are used to optimize replica
placement.

2.4.1

Tuple space’s implementations with replication

D EP S PACE. D EP S PACE [19] is a Byzantine fault tolerant coordination
service2 that provides a tuple space abstraction whose main emphasis is
fault tolerance and security. D EP S PACE uses different replication approaches such as Byzantine fault tolerant state machine replication [19] and
Byzantine quorum systems [70]. Security is achieved by access control
mechanism and cryptography. Servers create a dependable tuple space
2 Byzantine fault tolerance implies that the architecture with at least 3n+1 servers can
tolerate failures of n servers
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enforcing reliability, availability, integrity and confidentiality of data, and
tolerating Byzantine faults [19]. The D EP S PACE project is still ongoing
and in a recent work [71] it has been enhanced with extensible coordination services, e.g., the possibility of adding custom operations to be
executed on the server side. These services are somehow similar to the
original eval primitive and aim at providing mechanisms to have tuples
close to data processing units to guarantee fast data access. However,
because of security and fault tolerance requirements, an extension has
to satisfy a number of constraints in order to be executed, whereas eval
operation has no specific limitations.
GS PACE. GS PACE [72] is an implementation of the distributed data
space that uses self-adaptation to increase data availability.
In [72] the self-adaptation is based on the analysis of the numbers of
reads and writes performed by a certain node and deals with potential
failures of nodes where application components reside. According to the
aforementioned metrics, a certain replication policy among the following
ones has to be automatically chosen: Full Replication, n-Fixed Replication
(tuples are replicated to a certain number of nodes), Dynamic Consumer
Replication (tuples are replicated to nodes that consume tuples of the same
type), Dynamic Producer Replication (tuples are replicated to nodes which
produce tuples of the same type).
Another version of GS PACE [73] focuses on replication and self-adaptation
that optimizes replica placement according to such parameters of the
nodes as their memory usage and bandwidth.
LIME. L IME [74] is a distributed tuple space for mobile ad hoc networks.
A version of L IME [75] with replication was designed to guarantee data
availability by relying on replication profiles, data that are stored in each
node and that specify what and how tuples should be replicated.
Applications use different replication profile to separate data of each
application from each other and decrease the size of data to be replicated.
Replication profiles tell applications what tuples to replicate: it contains
templates specifying tuples to be replicated and names of hosts from
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which tuples should be replicated. The application replicates a tuple
when it receives a tuple with the same profile.
Another feature of L IME is how it deals with consistency. L IME distinguishes two types of tuples (the original copy and a replica) and allows
to specify replication mode and consistency mode. Replication mode specifies how tuples should be replicated: only from a master tuple or also
from its copies. Consistency mode guides how to update replicas (never,
only from the master, from any newer version). L IME delegates control
over replication to programmers letting them choose aforementioned
parameters of tuples and apply them in applications.
R EPLI K LAIM. R EPLI K LAIM [76] is a language based on K LAIM that
enriches it with primitives for replica-aware coordination. Two types of
consistency are considered in R EPLI K LAIM: weak and strong. Replicating
tuples, programmers have to decide by themselves where to put data and
R EPLI K LAIM is responsible for keeping a tuple space in a consistent state.
In R EPLI K LAIM the typical tuple space operations have a different
meaning:
• operations outw (t) outs (t) are used to replicate a tuple t on the
localities specified as a further argument using weak and strong
consistencies correspondingly;
• operation inw (t) and ins (t) withdraw a tuple and removes all its
copies from the localities where it was replicated;
• the reading operation read(t) remains the same and is not indexed
by anyconsistency level;
• the mobility operation eval(P) is not considered in R EPLI K LAIM.
Short discussion. Apart from the tuple spaces listed above, replication is exploited also in G IGA S PACES, P EER S PACES [7], PL INDA [22],
FT-L INDA [21]. It is used for different purposes; some works (D EP S PACE,
PL INDA, FT-L INDA) use replication to guarantee a specific level of fault
tolerance, others works exploit it to increase data availability.
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The use of operations with strong consistency prevents tuple spaces
to scale when the number of nodes grows. To improve scalability two
approaches are exploited: to relax consistency requirements and to limit
the number of nodes where data has to be stored.
The first one uses different consistency models to relax consistency
requirements: R EPLI K LAIM offers the possibility of using weak (eventual)
consistency for withdrawing operations; L IME exploits predefined policies to determine how replicas should be created and updated. Another
option is to use replication but avoid operations of data removal that
require updating replicas. For instance, in P EER S PACES [7], to guarantee availability, replication is allowed only for read-only data on which
withdrawing operations are not possible.
The second approach is to share certain information not with the whole
network but with only nodes that need it decreasing the overall amount
of information circulating in the network. So, L IME and GS PACE uses
techniques that tell nodes how and where replicate tuples. Similarly, in
TOTA [8], a tuple contains information that is enough to determine how
tuples should be cloned to nearby nodes and maintained.
At the same time, most of the tuple space systems delegate to the
programmer the management of replica creation and data placement. In
this way, a fine-grained control is possible by carefully choosing nodes
where to put data.

Strategies for replica placement Where to replicate data is another important problem because of its impacts on performance. There are two
issues that replica placement mechanisms have to consider: what information to use for determining where to place replicas and how to do
it efficiently. The following data are frequently considered for replicas
placement:
• data popularity: applications collect information about how many
times a specific resource or file is requested. Then, resources with
higher popularity are replicated in more/better nodes of the network to reduce the average access time [28].
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• network information: different informations such as cluster-aware
placement, degree-aware placement, distance-aware placement [20,
24, 25], betweenness-centrality [77] placement, closeness-centrality [78]
placement, greedy algorithms [79] are exploited. This information
is useful to reduce the average data access time in the network.
• characteristics of nodes: their bandwidth, the available physical
memory, their computational power [26]. Nodes of the network that
have better characteristics are usually considered as better ones to
place replicas.
• the activity of network nodes: Data should be placed closer to the
nodes that need these data, see e.g., Hot-Spot [27]. .
The second issue is how to efficiently determine the locations where
to put data. This is the main requirement for large networks. Usually,
fast placement computing and high precision of placement cannot be
achieved simultaneously and it is required to choose which characteristic
is preferable for the system. Replication is a standard technique [29] in
CDN, however, for CDN the speed of the algorithm for replica placement
is not very important. For real-time systems, it is acceptable to sacrifice
high precision to be able to work over larger networks. Among techniques
to decrease the complexity of placementâĂŹs computing, it is worth
mentioning the following two works. The authors of [30] propose to use
a decentralized summary of recent accesses that decreases the amount of
information to be processed and guarantees near-optimal performance.
In [25] it is instead proposed a two-step approach that, using partial
information about latencies in the network, selects a network region
where replica should be placed and, then, determines the specific node.
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Chapter 3

A new implementation of
K LAIM
In this chapter, we focus on the programming language K LAIM, which
has been already briefly described in Chapter 2. K LAIM is a coordination
language and a process calculus that extends the original Linda primitives
with explicit information about the location of the nodes where processes
and tuples are located.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. In Section 3.1, we present
K LAIM by describing its syntax and semantics. Section 3.2 describes how
K LAVA, a Java implementation of K LAIM, can be used to build distributed
applications exploiting the tuple space paradigm to connect and coordinate their components. The description focuses mostly on the main classes
of the API aiming at showing how to use it by means of code snippets in
Java. In the last section (Sect. 3.3), we discuss the main changes that we
have introduced to make K LAVA more efficient.

3.1

K LAIM language

In this section, we talk about the syntax and the semantics of K LAIM.
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3.1.1

Process syntax

The process syntax of K LAIM presented in Table 2 includes the description of processes, actions, and tuples (and templates). The following
syntactic categories are exploited:
• Loc (l) is a set of localities.
• V Loc (u) is a set of locality variables.
• V al (v) is a set of basic values.
• V ar (x) is a set of value variables.
• Exp (e) is the category of value expressions.
• Ψ (A) is a set of parameterized process identifiers.
• χ (X) is a set of process variables.
In K LAIM, processes are built of a set of operators that similar to the
ones in CCS [80]. The operators for building processes are the following:
nil stands for the inactive process (e.g., a process that cannot perform any
action), a.P is a process that first executes the action a and then proceeds
like P , P | P stands for the parallel composition of two processes, P + P
stands for the nondeterministic composition, X is a process variable and
˜ ẽi is a process invocation. Actions are ordinary operations on
AhP̃ , `,
tuple spaces: out, read, in, and eval. Tuples are the sequence of actual
and formal fields (with the prefix !).
The syntax of K LAIM specifies also a network of sites. This specification differs from one described in [51] since our variant does not uses
the allocation environment that in the original work was used to define
a mapping from logical to physical localities. In our case, each node has
a single and unique address that can be used to identify it in the network using its address. We shall use the names logical localities, physical
localities, and localities interchangeably.
Definition of tuples and templates in K LAIM is similar to the one of
original Linda model. Tuples are sequences of (only) actual fields that can
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P

a

::=

::=

(null process)

nil
| a.P

(action prefixing)

|P |P

(parallel composition)

|P +P

(choice)

|X

(process variable)

˜ ẽi
| AhP̃ , `,

(process invocation)

out(t)@` | in(T )@`
| read(T )@` | eval(P )@`

(actions)

t

::=

e | P | ` | !x | !X | !u | t1 , t2

(tuples and templates)

N

::=

l :: P | N1 || N2

(network)

Table 2: Process syntax

be represented as expressions, processes and localities, whereas templates
can contain both actual and formal fields that are denoted by 0 !v 0 (where
v is a generic variable). The evaluation function for tuples T JtK is defined
in Table 3. This function is used to evaluate processes, location, tuples
and expressions (using an evaluation mechanism EJtK).
Pattern-matching is defined by the rules in Table 4.

3.1.2

Informal semantics

In what follows, we just give an informal semantics of K LAIM. The
interested reader is referred to [51] for the structural operational semantics
of all operators.
The network can be formed by composing localities or networks of
smaller size using the composition operator ||. This allows processes to be
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T JtK = EJeK

T Jt, t0 K = T JtK, T Jt0 K

T JP K = P

T J!xK =!x

T JlK = l
Table 3: Tuple evaluation function

match(v, v)

match(P, P )

match(l, l)
match(et1 , et2 )
match(et2 , et1 )

match(!x, v)
match(et1 , et2 )match(et3 , et4 )
match((et1 , et3 ), (et2 , et4 ))

Table 4: Pattern-matching predicates

executed in an interleaving fashion. Each locality provides the ordinary
set of operations on the tuple space located there: adding a tuple (out),
reading (read) and withdrawing (in) a tuple using the template, and the
operation that allows the migration of K LAIM program from one locality
to another (eval).
Tuple and templates have to be evaluated before they are used to
alter or query the tuple space. While evaluating tuples and templates, all
expressions that are contained in tuple fields will be computed, except the
ones that contain localities and formal fields. Then, the evaluated tuples
can be added to the tuple space or used for pattern matching (according
to the matching rules). The rules for matching are similar to those of the
original Linda model (see Section 2.1).
Process variables supports higher order communication. This means
that a process can be moved and executed in other locality and process
variables can be bound to processes dynamically. For instance, a process
can be added to a tuple space and, when it is retrieved, process variables
will be bound to this process for later execution.
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3.2

Programming with K LAIM

K LAVA is a Java implementation of K LAIM. The framework was originally developed by Lorenzo Bettini and presented in details in [81]. In
what follows, we will describe and show by means of examples how the
main ingredients of K LAIM (tuples, localities, code mobility and tuple
spaces) can be programmed in Java and used to build distributed systems.
It is worth noting that most of the K LAVA API was designed by
Lorenzo Bettini and here we show how to use it. Our main modification of the API offers the possibility of choosing the class of the tuple
space to use. Other changes that we have done are related to the internal
implementation of K LAVA and described separately in Section 3.3.
Defining tuples and templates. A tuple is a finite ordered list of elements. To define a tuple it is required to pass an array of objects to the
constructor of the Tuple class. As shown in Listing 3.1, first, we create an
array that may contain values of different types and then pass use it to
initialize a tuple.
1
2

Object[] array = new Object[]{"array", 0, 10};
Tuple tuple = new Tuple(array);
Listing 3.1: Initialization of a tuple

To access a certain field of the tuple it is necessary to call the class
method getItem with the index of the field (indexes start from 0). This
method returns the current value of the field as an object of the Object
class. To change the value of the field it is necessary to call the class
method setItem passing the index of the field and a new value. An
example of how to use these methods is presented below, where, first, we
obtain the value of the counter and, then, increment it and set its update
value (see Listing 3.2).
1
2
3

Tuple tuple = new Tuple(new Object[]{"counter", 0});
Integer counter = (Integer) tuple.getItem(1);
tuple.setItem(1, ++counter);
Listing 3.2: An example with methods getItem and setItem
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Templates are similar to tuples but their fields can be not only actual
but also formal. Because values of actual fields in tuples can have different
types we need to take into account this information. To indicate that a
certain field of the template is formal we assign a name of Java class to
this field. The class should correspond to the type of values we want this
field to be matched with. It means that K LAVA does not accept null values
as values of fields. As shown in Listing 3.3, a template is used where
the first field is actual and the second field is formal and contains only
information about its type.
1
2

Object[] array = new Object[]{"counter", int . class };
Tuple template = new Tuple(array);
Listing 3.3: Initialization of the template

It is also assumed that values of primitive types byte, short, int, long,
float, double, boolean and char are interchangeable with object of classes
Byte, Short, Integer, Long, Float, Double, Boolean correspondingly. It means
that for integer value it is possible to assign to a formal field either int.class
or Integer.class.
Tuples matching is implemented as follows. For primitive data types,
the equality operator “==” is used to check whether two objects are equal.
For reference types, we rely on method equals, the standard method for
the comparison of two objects. The method should be properly overridden
since by default it checks an equality of object references.
Localities and nodes. K LAIM operates with explicit localities. Localities
are the tools that processes can use for referring to nodes of the network.
As we described in Section 3.1, our version of K LAIM distinguishes only
physical localities. Physical localities are identifiers through which nodes
can be uniquely identified within a net. The distinct locality self is used
by processes to refer to local localities of their execution nodes.
A physical locality is defined by relying on the PhysicalLocality
class and its object is initialized with the explicit address of the node. The
communication part is based on message passing and implemented using
Java NIO [82]. K LAVA uses TCP/IP protocol and accepts IP addresses with
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the format < IP >:< port >. TCP/IP protocol provides reliable, ordered,
and error-detected delivery of data over unreliable networks from the
sender to the receiver (cf. [83], Chapter 6).
The network of localities can be defined in two ways. In the first
way, we can use classes Net and ClientNode and, first, initialize a server
node and, then, using its locality’s address instantiate client nodes (see
Listing 3.4). When clients nodes are instantiated, addresses of client’s
physical localities will be assigned automatically.
1
2
3
4

PhysicalLocality serverLoc = new PhysicalLocality(ipAddress);
KlavaNode serverNode = new Net(serverLoc);
// define another node
KlavaNode clientNode = new ClientNode(serverLoc);
Listing 3.4: Difinition of the network using server and client localities

In the second way, we define all localities separately and, then, pass
them to the constructor of the Net class as shown in Listing 3.5.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Vector<PhysicalLocality> localities = new Vector<>();
localities . add(new PhysicalLocality(address1));
localities . add(new PhysicalLocality(address2));
...
localities . add(new PhysicalLocality(addressN));
new Net(localities ) ;
Listing 3.5: Difinition of the network using a collection of localities

Operations of data manipulation. The KlavaNode class wraps a tuple
space and allows to exploit it in networks. It provides all operation of
tuple spaces. The operations on tuple spaces follow the semantics of the
language:
• out(t)@l: adds the tuple t to the tuple space located at the location
l.
• in(tp)@l: tries to withdraw a tuple using the template tp from the
location l. If nothing is matched, the operation blocks the process
of execution and waits until a tuple that satisfies the template tp is
matched.
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• read(tp)@l: the operation is similar to in(tp)@l with the difference
that it does not remove the matched tuple from the tuple space.
• in_nb(tp)@l: non-blocking variant of in(tp)@l: tries to withdraw
a tuple and if nothing is matched returns false. Otherwise, the operation returns true and assigns values to variables in the template
tp.
• read_nb(tp)@l: the operation is similar to in_nb(tp)@l with the
difference that it does not remove the matched tuple from the tuple
space.
• eval(P)@l: spawns process P for execution at l.
To perform an operation on a tuple space, it is necessary to call a
correspondent method of the node object with necessary parameters. For
instance, the writing operation out has the method signature presented
in Listing 3.6.
1

void out(Tuple t , Locality l )
Listing 3.6: Signature of the method out

To access a tuple space located in a remote locality it is necessary
to know the address of this locality. As shown in Listing 3.7, first, we
instantiate an object related to the remote locality to be accessed (line 1).
Then, we send a tuple to this locality (line 3).
1
2
3

PhysicalLocality remoteLocality = new PhysicalLocality(address);
Tuple tuple = new Tuple(new Object[]{"counter", 1});
node.out(tuple, remoteLocality);
Listing 3.7: Performing a remote operation

If we do not specify the location, it is assumed that we perform an
operation on a local tuple space, a tuple space that resides in the node.
For instance, as shown in Listing 3.8, we insert a tuple h“counter", 1i in
the tuple space of the node, i.e. locally.
1
2

Tuple tuple = new Tuple(new Object[]{"counter", 1});
node.out(tuple)
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Listing 3.8: Inserting a tuple into the tuple space

Blocking querying operations do not return anything because they
either succeed or throw an exception if an error occurs (e.g. exceptions
specific to the framework, such as KlavaConnectException, or general
Java exceptions, such as RuntimeException). To read or withdraw a tuple
it is necessary to define a template and call a correspondent method of the
node. These operations can also be performed either locally or remotely
(see Listing 3.9).
1
2
3

// withdraw a tuple locally
Tuple template = new Tuple(new Object[]{"counter", Integer.class }) ;
node.in(template);

4
5
6
7
8

// withdraw a tuple from a remote locality
PhysicalLocality remoteLocality = new PhysicalLocality(address);
template = new Tuple(new Object[]{"counter", Integer.class }) ;
node.in(template, remoteLocality);
Listing 3.9: An example with the blocking operation in

Non-blocking operations of data retrieval return boolean value: true
if a tuple is found (with the assignment of values to the fields of the
template) and false otherwise. An example is shown in Listing 3.10
where we read a current value of the counter. If the tuple space contains
a tuple matched with the template, its data can be used in a further
computation.
1
2
3
4

Tuple template = new Tuple(new Object[]{"counter", Integer.class }) ;
boolean res = node.rd_nb(template);
if (res)
compute(template.getItem(1));
Listing 3.10: An example with the non-blocking operation rd_nb

Code mobility. K LAVA supports code mobility meaning that a piece
of code can be sent to a certain node and be executed there. In the
destination locality, the node creates a new process for executing the
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received code. The executing process can interact with the tuple space
of the destination locality. K LAVA supports weak mobility [84] that means
only a code with some parameters can be transferred but not the execution
state. In contrast, the full mobility allows moving a code along with the
state of the executing process. Also, K LAVA follows the approach when
the code and all necessary classes are delivered together [85].
To implement code mobility it is necessary to use the method eval of
the node (see Listing 3.11).
1

void eval(KlavaProcess p, Locality l )
Listing 3.11: Signature of the method eval

The parameters of this method are the process code p to be executed
and the locality l of the execution. The process code is an object of the
class that is inherited from the KlavaProcess class. In the inherited class
it is necessary to implement method executeProcess. This method will
be executed on a remote node when the object with the code is delivered
to it.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

PhysicalLocality serverLoc = new PhysicalLocality("192.168.1.1:6001") ;
KlavaNode serverNode = new Net(serverLoc);
// define of a client
KlavaNode clientNode = new ClientNode(serverLoc);
KlavaProcess processCode = new KlavaProcess() {
// implement method executeProcess
@Override
public void executeProcess() throws KlavaException {
// do necessary work
Object compResult = doComputation();
// write results
Tuple tuple = new Tuple(new Object[]{"result", compResult});
this . out(tuple, this . self ) ;
}
};
clientNode.eval(processCode, serverLoc);
// wait for results
Tuple template = new Tuple(new Object[]{"result", Object. class }) ;
clientNode.read(template, serverLoc);
Listing 3.12: An example of code mobility in K LAVA
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To show how to use code mobility lets consider the following scenario.
We have two nodes: one is a server node and another is a client one. The
client node sends a code to be executed to the server node and waits for
the results. The server node executes the code that produces a tuple with
the result while its execution. The code of this scenario is presented in
Listing 3.12. First, we instantiate the server node and the client node
(lines 1-4). Then, we define a process to be executed (lines 5-15) by means
of the variable processCode that instantiates an anonymous class expression where we extend the abstract KlavaProcess class. The client node
sends the code of the process to the server node using operation eval
(line 16) and immediately after begins to wait for the result reading it
from the tuple space of the server node (lines 18-19). The defined process
does some computation (line 10) and then puts in the local tuple space of
the node where it is executed results of the computation (lines 12-13).
Initializing tuple space. The new K LAIM implementation (see more
details in Section 3.3) allows configuring tuple spaces based on specified
data structures. The implemented one are:
• TupleSpaceList;
• TupleSpaceHashtable;
• TupleSpaceTree;
• TupleSpaceConcurrentHashtable;
• IndexedTupleSpace.
Each of these classes represents a tuple space with different performance characteristics. By default, the implementation based on linked
lists is used and to choose a certain implementation it is necessary to
specify a class of the implementation while initializing a node object. For
instance, as shown in Listing 3.13, we initialize a node with the tuple
space based on trees.
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1

KlavaNode clientNode = new ClientNode(serverLoc, TupleSpaceTree.class);
Listing 3.13: Initialization of the tuple space

In some cases, a certain implementation of tuple space may require
some configuration. That is why the method addSettings is provided
that allows specifying configuration information for tuple spaces in the
form of a pair (key, value) where the key is an identifier of the parameter
and the value is a correspondent value. For instance, in Listing 3.14 we
report an example how to set parameters for tuple spaces based on hash
tables and trees. We assume that an application uses one type of tuples
consisting of three String fields (lines 1-2), that can be matched by two
different templates (lines 4-5): one has a formal field in the second element
of the tuple, the other in the third one. Then, we add these data as a setting
with the name ”template_rules” (lines 7-8). Considering a tuple space
based on hash tables, while the execution of this application for each
template, two hash values have to be computed and added as keys to the
hash table.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Object[] tupleType = new Object[]{String.class ,
String . class , String . class };
List<Boolean[]> templatePattern = new List<Boolean[]>();
templates.add(new Boolean[]{true, false, true }) ;
templates.add(new Boolean[]{true, true, false }) ;
// add settings to the tuple space
Pair templateData = new Pair(tupleType, templatePattern);
node.addSettings("template_rules", templateData);
Listing 3.14: An example with the method addSettings

Defining a custom tuple space. Programmers can define their own implementation of tuple space. For instance, one can code such data structures as a queue or a stack and use them by means of ordinary operations
on the tuple space. To do so, it is required to implement methods of
the ITupleSpace interface. The main methods of this interface (see Listing 3.15) are operations on tuple spaces and several auxiliary methods.
1

public inteface ITupleSpace {
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abstract
abstract
abstract
abstract
abstract
abstract
abstract
abstract

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

void out(Tuple t) ;
boolean read(Tuple t);
boolean in(Tuple t) ;
boolean read_nb(Tuple t);
boolean in_nb(Tuple t);
void addSettings(String key, Object settings ) ;
void removeAll();
void stop() ;

}
Listing 3.15: ITupleSpace interface

Methods out, read, in, read_nb, in_nb stand for common operations
on the tuple space. Method removeAll is used to delete all tuples from the
tuple space and method stop is used to stop all processes that might be
used while the tuple space works. Method addSettings allows passing
to the tuple space additional information to configure it (see Listing 3.14).

3.3

A new K LAIM’s implementation

We improved the implementation of K LAIM by enhancing the communication part and its pattern matching. Regarding the communication
part, we changed the module of K LAIM that is responsible for sending and
receiving tuples. Previously, it was based on Java IO, the package containing classes for the data transmission over the network. For the renewed
part, we have opted for Java NIO [82], non-blocking input/output (IO),
which is a modern version of IO and in some cases allows using resources
more efficiently. Java NIO is beneficial when used to program applications
dealing with many incoming connections. Moreover, for synchronization
purposes, we used a more recent package (java.util.concurrent) instead of
synchronization methods of the previous generation. Tuning parameters
of sockets makes possible to achieve faster transmission of large chunks
of data.
Additional work was done to improve pattern matching. K LAIM was
based on Java data structure Vector that provides a very fast insertion
with the complexity O(1) when it is performed at the end of the vector
and a slow lookup with the complexity O(n). This performance is in
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contrast with the requirements of modern applications. As we mentioned
before, we implemented a number of tuple spaces based on other data
structures and techniques (hash tables, indexing, etc.) and provided the
possibility to choose one of them. The following Java classes represent
implemented tuple spaces:
• TupleSpaceList based on linked lists. We did not apply any techniques to boost the throughput of the tuple space since it would not
improve substantially, given that linear search time will still apply.
• TupleSpaceHashtable based on hash tables. Since the reference
to a specific tuple can be stored in several hash tables, the implementation of the withdrawing operation in needs to remove all its
occurrences. To guarantee this, we add the attribute isRemoved to
each tuple. This attribute is an atomic variable (all operations on
it are atomic) of the Java class AtomicBoolean. When a process
checks whether a tuple is marked as removed it uses the method
CompareAndSet to check its value. If the value is false, it is set to
true and true is returned. Otherwise, false is returned and its reference is removed from the searched hash table. When withdrawing
a tuple, we remove the reference to it only from the part of the tuple
space where we performed the search and mark this tuple removed.
Other references will be removed when other querying operations
will be performed: if a process finds a tuple that is marked removed
it removes its reference and continues the search. For the tuple space
based on hash tables, we implemented separate chaining with linked
lists to store tuples that have the same hash value.
• TupleSpaceTree based on red-black trees. The implementation is
similar to the one based on ordinary hash tables. For each type of
used templates, a separate tree has to be added. For each tree, we
use a global lock meaning that only one operation on the tuple space
can be performed at the same time.
• IndexedTupleSpace based on indexing. The tuple space based on
indexing uses hash tables to store tuples and their unique identifiers.
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Tuples with the same structure are collected in a separate hash table
and indexes are stored separately from tuples.
• TupleSpaceConcurrentHashtable based on a concurrent version
of hash tables ConcurrentHashMap from Java JDK. This collection
supports full concurrency of retrievals and adjustable expected concurrency for updates [86]. The actual concurrent implementation
is similar to one based on ordinary hash tables but operations for
querying and modifying can be performed in parallel and, thus, it is
necessary to check also whether the tuple space has been previously
modified. For this check, we use the techniques for handling subscriptions of processes for updates that were previously described
(see Section 2.2).
In our experiments, we have used K LAIM instantiated with tuple
spaces based on indexing since this option is the most versatile one and
does not require extra tuning. Tuple spaces based on hash tables and
trees could offer better performance but require a careful tuning that unequalizes the comparison and disallows the creation of automatic generic
tests.
Additional operations. Our implementation improves the previous one
by also adding group operations and an atomic operation. Group operations are presented in many works, see, e.g., Grinda [66], EgoSpace [87],
T uCSoN [88], and are offered to write clearer code reducing the number
of its lines; to reduce the time of data transmission and communication;
to make operations on tuple spaces faster. We used the following group
operations:
• outMany(tuples) to write a number o tuples;
• rdMany(template, maxNumber) to read several tuples at once;
• inMany(template, maxNumber) to retrieve several tuples at once.
For synchronization purpose, we implemented the atomic operation
outIfAbsent that can be seen as a combination of the non-blocking rd
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operation followed by the out operation in case there is no tuple matching
the template of rd. The operation does not return any value but can
guarantee that a tuple will be not doubled. This operation is useful when
it is required to prevent the presence of multiple copies of a certain tuple.
For instance, when several identical processes have to set an initial data.
An example of how this operation can be used is presented in Listing 3.16
where a tuple that initializes a counter h“counter”, 0i will be inserted into
a tuple space only if this counter does not exist before.
1
2
3

Tuple template = new Tuple(Object[]{"counter", Integer. class }) ;
Tuple tuple = new Tuple(Object[]{"counter", 0}) ;
node.outIfAbsent(template, tuple);
Listing 3.16: An example with the operation outIfAbsent
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Chapter 4

Evaluating
implementations
This chapter is devoted to the experimental evaluation of the implementations that we have selected in Section2.3: G IGA S PACES, K LAIM,
M OZART S PACES, and T UPLEWARE. First, we present the testing methodology that we use to evaluate tuple spaces, i.e., we describe the considered
case studies and how we conducted the experiments. Then, we consider
two sets of experiments. The first one aims at comparing the implementation of the new version of K LAIM described in Chapter 3 with the old
implementation. The second one compares the new K LAIM with the existing implementations of tuple spaces that we introduced and selected in
Section 2.3.

4.1

Methodology

In this section, we present the case studies that we will use to evaluate
the performance of different implementations of tuple spaces and describe
how we perform the experiments.
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4.1.1

Case study

We consider four case studies: Password search, Sorting, Ocean model
and Matrix multiplication. We describe them below.
The first case study is of interest since it deals with a large number
of tuples and requires performing a huge number of write and read
operations. This helps us understand how efficiently an implementation
performs operations on local tuple spaces with a large number of tuples.
The second case study is computation intensive since each node
spends more time for sorting elements than on communicating with the
others. This case study has been considered because it needs structured
tuples that contain both basic values (with primitive type) and complex
data structures, and these impact on the speed of the inter-process communication.
The third case has been chosen because it introduces particular dependencies among nodes, which if exploited can improve the application
performances. Our aim was to check whether adapting a tuple space
system to the specific inter-process interaction pattern of a specific class
of applications could lead to significant performance improvements.
The last case study is a communication-intensive task and it requires
much reading on local and remote tuple spaces. It was chosen to assess
how the communication part of each implementation affects performances
of operation on remote tuple spaces.
All case studies are implemented using the master-worker paradigm [89]
because among other design patterns (e.g., Pipeline, SPMD, Fork-join) [90]
it fits well with all our case studies and allows us to implement them in a
uniform way. In the rest of this subsection, we briefly describe all the case
studies.
We would like to stress that, with our case studies, we aim at evaluating advantages and disadvantages of the chosen tuple space implementations. We do not aim at providing efficient solutions for them. Actually,
some of our solutions have intentional redundancy that slows down performance but allows us to highlight the difference between the different
implementations. For instance, the code for the Ocean model and the one
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for the Matrix multiplication problem can be easily improved by assigning
data or jobs to specific workers thus making data search unnecessary.
To highlight the key steps of the proposed algorithms, we present the
basic Linda code of the master and of the workers for each case study. The
full Java code used in the actual experiments has many additional lines
that render it less intuitive but allow us to run it on the different tuple
space implementations. It can be accessed at Github: www.github.com/
IMTAltiStudiLucca/Klava2.
Password search. The main aim of this application is to find a password using its hash value in a predefined “database” distributed among
processes. Such a database is a set of files containing pairs (password,
hash value). The application creates a master process and several worker
processes (Figure 7): the master keeps asking the workers for passwords
corresponding to specific hash values, by issuing tuples of the form:
h“search_task", dd157c03313e452ae4a7a5b72407b3a9, “not_processed"i
Each worker first loads its portion of the distributed database and then
obtains from the master a task to look for the password corresponding to
a hash value. Once it has found the password, it sends the result back to
the master, with a tuple of the form:
h“found_password", dd157c03313e452ae4a7a5b72407b3a9, 7723567i
For multiple tuple space implementations, it is necessary to start searching in one local tuple space and then to check the tuple spaces of other
workers. The application terminates its execution when all the tasks have
been processed and the master has received all required results.
Listing 4.1 presents the code for Password Search. The master writes,
in its tuple space, n tasks with known hash values of passwords to be
found (lines 2-3), waits for the found passwords (lines 5-6) and informs
workers to terminate their work because all tasks have been accomplished
(lines 9-10). A worker loads predefined data (lines 15-16), takes a task to
perform (lines 18, 26), looks for a password locally, if needed looks for
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Figure 7: Schema of the case study Password search

a password in tuple spaces of other workers (line 22-24) and returns the
found password to the master (line 25).
1
2
3

Master():
for i in range(n):
masterTS.out("search_task", hash[i ], "not_processed")

4
5
6

for i in range(n):
masterTS.in("found_value", ?hashValue, ?password)

7
8
9
10

// poison tuples for all workers
for i in range(workerNumber):
masterTS.out("search_task", null , "finished")

11
12
13
14
15
16

Worker():
// loads passwords
for i in range(m):
localTS.out("hash_set", db[i ]. hashValue, db[i].password)

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

masterTS.in("search_task", ?hashValue, ?status)
while status != "finished" :
if localTS.rdp("hash_set", hashValue, ?password) == false:
// search in other tuple spaces
for i in range(workerNumber):
if workerTS[i].rdp("hash_set", hashValue, ?password) == true:
break
masterTS.out("found_value", hashValue, password)
masterTS.in("search_task", ?hashValue, ?status)
Listing 4.1: Password search. Listing of master and worker processes
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Sorting. This program sorts an array of integers. The master performs
the initial data loading and collects the sorted data; workers perform the
actual sorting. The master, after loading the data, splits them into many
parts, stores them in its own tuple space and then waits for the sorted
arrays from the workers. Once the master has collected all sorted subarrays, it builds the whole sorted sequence. A worker looks for unsorted
data in the tuple space of the master and when it finds a tuple with
unsorted data, it sorts it, sends the result to the master and continues
looking for data to sort. An example of sorting is shown in Figure 8.
initial array
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1

Master splits an array
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2
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Workers sort parts of the array
Master merges all parts

8

sorted array

Figure 8: Schema of the case study Sorting

Listing 4.2 presents the code for Sorting. The master splits an initial
array into nParts parts (in our tests nParts = 200), adds them to its tuple
space (lines 3-4) and begins to collect sorted parts (lines 6-9). When all
parts are collected (line 6), the master reconstructs the full sorted array
(line 11) and notifies all workers to terminate their work (lines 14-15). A
worker takes an unsorted array from the master (line 19), sorts it and
sends the sorted array to the master (lines 21-22).
1
2
3
4

Master():
unsortedParts = splitInitialArray ( initialArray , nParts)
for i in range(unsortedParts.size):
masterTS.out("sort_array", unsortedParts[i ], "unsorted")

5
6
7
8

while n != initialArray . size :
masterTS.in("sorted_part", sortedPart)
sortedParts.add(sortedPart)
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9
10
11

n += sortedPart.size
// reconstruct a sorted array
sortedArray = reconstructArray(sortedParts)

12
13
14
15

// poison tuples for all workers
for i in range(workerNumber):
masterTS.out("sort_array", null , "finished")

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Worker():
masterTS.in("sort_array", ?arrayPart, ?status )
while status != "finished" :
sortedArrayPart = sort(arrayPart)
masterTS.out("sorted_parts", sortedArrayPart)
masterTS.in("sort_array", ?arrayPart, ?status )
Listing 4.2: Sorting. Listing of master and worker processes

Ocean model. The ocean model is a simulation of the enclosed body of
water that was considered in [13]. The two-dimensional (2-D) surface of
the water in the model is represented as a 2-D grid and each cell of the grid
represents one point of the water. The parameters of the model are current
velocity and surface elevation which are based on a given wind velocity
and bathymetry. In order to parallelize the computation, the whole grid is
divided into vertical panels (Figure 9), and each worker owns one panel
and computes its parameters. The parts of the panels, which are located
on the border between them are colored. Since the surface of the water
is continuous, the state of each point depends on the states of the points
close to it. Thus, the information about bordering parts of panels should
be taken into account. The aim of the case study is to simulate the body of
water during several time-steps. At each time-step, a worker recomputes
the state (parameters) of its panel by exploiting parameters of the adjacent
panels.
The tasks of the master and workers are similar to the previous case
studies. In the application the master instantiates the whole grid, divides
it into parts and sends them to the workers. When all the iterations are
completed, it collects all parts of the grid. Each worker receives its share
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Figure 9: Schema of the case study Ocean model

of the grid and at each iteration it communicates with workers which
have adjacent grid parts in order to update and recompute the parameters
of its model. When all the iterations are completed, each worker sends its
data to the master.
Listing 4.3 presents the code for Ocean model. The master generates
a model, splits it into a number of panels and distributes them among
workers (lines 2-4). Then it collects the processed panels (lines 6-8) and
reconstructs the model (line 9). A worker gets a panel from the master
(line 13) and passes it through a number of iterations (lines 16-26); at each
iteration, it shares a part of its data with other processes (line 18-19) and
gets data of adjacent panels (lines 21-24). In the end, the worker returns a
panel to the master (line 28).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Master():
panels = splitModel(oceanModel)
for i in range(workerNumber):
masterTS.out("oceanModel", "panel", panels[i])
// take back
for i in range(workerNumber):
masterTS.in("oceanModel", "ready_panel", ?panel)
processedPanels.add(panel)
oceanModel = reconstructModel(processedPanels)

10
11
12

Worker():
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Figure 10: Schema of the case study Matrix multiplication

13

masterTS.in("oceanModel", "panel", ?panel)

14
15
16
17
18
19

// do several iterations
while panel.iterationNumber < iterationMax:
// for each adjacent panel write required boundary data
for borderInfo in panel.borders:
localTS.out("oceanModel", "border", borderInfo.name,
borderInfo.data)

20
21
22
23

24
25
26

for borderInfo in panel.borders:
for i in range(workerNumber):
workerTS[i].inp("oceanModel", "border", borderInfo.name,
?borderData)
panel.borderData.add(borderData)
// update its state
panel.process()

27
28

masterTS.out("oceanModel", "ready_panel", panel)
Listing 4.3: Ocean model. Listing of master and worker processes
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Matrix multiplication. The case study is designed to multiply two
square matrices of the same order. The algorithm of multiplication [91]
operates with rows of two matrices A and B and puts the result in matrix
C. The latter is obtained via subtasks where each row is computed in
parallel. At the j-th step of a task the i-th task, the element, aij , of A is
multiplied by all the elements of the j-th row of B; the obtained vector
is added to the current i-th row of C. The computation stops when all
subtasks terminate. Figure 10 shows how the first row of C is computed if
A and B are 2 × 2 matrices. In the first step, the element a1,1 is multiplied
first by b1,1 then by b1,2 , to obtain the first partial value of the first row. In
the second step, the same operation is performed with a1,2 , b2,1 and b2,2
and the obtained vector is added to the first row of C thus obtaining its
final value.
Initially, the master distributes the matrices A and B among the workers. In our case study, we have considered two alternatives: (i) the rows
of both A and B are spread uniformly, (ii) the rows of A are spread uniformly while B is entirely assigned to a single worker. This helped us in
understanding how the behavior of the tuple space and its performances
change when only the location of some tuples changes.
Listing 4.4 presents the code for Matrix multiplication. The master, first,
makes the matrices (A and B) to be multiplied available to workers, by
putting them into its tuple space (lines 2-4), then it collects the results
sent back by the workers (lines 6-8). Each worker, first, loads parts of A
and B (lines 13-23), then it computes rows of the matrix products that
correspond to the rows of A (lines 26-48). Using the received rows of
A, a worker looks for the necessary rows of B (lines 33-35) and stores
intermediate results locally (lines 39-48), finally it sends to the master the
computed rows of matrix product (line 46).
1
2
3
4

Master():
for i in range(matrixSize):
masterTS.out("matrixA", i, matrixA[i], matrixSize)
masterTS.out("matrixB", i, matrixB[i ], matrixSize)

5
6
7

for i in range(matrixSize):
masterTS.take("matrixC", i, ?matrixCRow, matrixSize)
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8

matrixC.add(i, matrixCRow)

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Worker():
// rows per each worker
rowsPerWorker = matrixSize/workerNumber
if workerID < matrixSize % workerNumber:
rowsPerWorker++;

16
17
18
19

for i in range(rowsPerWorker):
masterTS.in("matrixB", ?rowID, ?rowData, ?counter)
localTS.out("matrixB", rowID, rowData, counter)

20
21
22
23

for i in range(rowsPerWorker):
masterTS.in("matrixA", ?rowID, ?rowData, ?counter)
tasks . add(rowID, rowData)

24
25
26
27
28

// look at each row lk tasks
for i in range(tasks.size () ) :
rowID = tasks[i ]. id
rowFirstOperand = tasks[i].rowData

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

// check all rows of matrix B
for k in range(matrixSize):
// take k−row from matrix B
for w in range(workerNumber):
if workers[w].rdp("matrixB", i, ?rowB, ?counterB) == true:
break
rowMatrixC = rowB ∗ rowFirstOperand[k]
// check matrix C (existence of partial result )
if localTS.inp("matrixC", rowID, ?valC, ?counter) == false :
localTS.out("matrixC", rowID, rowMatrixC, 1)
else
rowMatrixC = rowMatrixC + valC
counter++

44
45
46
47
48

if counter == matrixSize:
masterTS.out("matrixC", rowID, rowMatrixC, counter)
else
localTS.out("matrixC", rowID, rowMatrixC, counter)
Listing 4.4: Matrix multiplication. Listing of master and worker processes
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4.1.2

Experiment setup

Parameters of case studies. All the conducted experiments are parametric with respect to two values. The first one is the number of workers
w ∈ {1, 5, 10, 15}. This parameter is used to test the scalability of the
different implementations. The second parameter is application specific,
but it aims at testing the implementations when the workload increases.
• Password search: We vary the number of the entries in the database
(1 × 104 , 1 × 105 , 1 × 106 passwords) where it is necessary to search
a password. This parameter directly affects the number of local
entries each worker has. Moreover, for this case study, the number
of passwords to search was fixed to 100.
• Sorting: We vary the size of the array to be sorted (1 × 105 , 1 × 106 ,
1 × 107 elements). In this case, the number of elements does not
correspond to the number of tuples because parts of the array are
transferred also as arrays of smaller size.
• Ocean model: We vary the grid size (300, 600 and 1200) which is
related to the computational size of the initial task.
• Matrix multiplication: We vary the order of a square matrix (50, 100).
Remark 1 (Execution environment). Our tests were conducted on an Ubuntu
server (version 14.04.5 LTS) with 4 processors Intel Xeon E5-4607, each
with 6 cores, 12 M Cache, 2.20 GHz, and with hyper-threading, offering
in total 48 threads and 256 GB RAM. All case studies are implemented in
Java 8.
Measured metrics. For the measurement of metrics, we have created
a profiler which is similar to Clarkware Profiler1 . However, Clarkware
Profiler calculates just the average time for the time series, while ours
also calculates other statistics (e.g., standard deviation). Moreover, our
profiler was designed also for analyzing tests carried out on more than
1 The profiler was written by Mike Clark; the source code is available on
GitHub: https://github.com/akatkinson/Tupleware/tree/master/src/com/
clarkware/profiler.
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one machine. For that reason, each process writes raw profiling data on
a specific file; all files are then collected and used by specific software to
calculate required metrics.
We use the manual method of profiling and insert methods begin(label)
and end(label) into the program code around the part of the code we
are interested in to start and stop counting time respectively. For each
metrics, a different label is used. An example of profiling is shown in
Listing 4.5 where the writing time is measured: the operation of the remote writing is surrounded with profiling methods that are called with
the label ”writing_time”. At the end of the execution of each application,
all the data are stored on disk for subsequent analysis.
1
2
3

TupleLogger.begin("writing_time");
node.out(tuple, remoteLocality);
TupleLogger.end("writing_time");
Listing 4.5: Manual profiling

Each set of experiments has been conducted 10 times with a randomly
generated input and we have computed an average value and a standard deviation for each metrics. To extensively compare the different
implementations, we have collected the following measures:
• Local writing time: time required to write one tuple into a local tuple
space.
• Local reading time: time required to read one tuple from a local tuple
space using a template. This metrics checks also how fast pattern
matching works.
• Remote writing time: time required to communicate with a remote
tuple space and to perform one write operation on it.
• Remote reading time: time required to communicate with a remote
tuple space and to perform one read operation on it.
• Search time: time required to search a tuple in a set of remote tuple
spaces.
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• Total time: total execution time. This time does not include an initialization of tuple spaces.
• Number of visited nodes: number of visited tuple spaces before a
searched tuple was found.
Notice that all plots used in the paper report results of our experiments
on a logarithmic scale. When describing the outcome, we have only used
the plots which are more relevant to highlight the difference between the
performances of the different tuple space systems.

4.2

Old K LAIM vs new K LAIM

In this section, we compare performances of the improved version of
K LAIM with its older version. To do it, we use the Password search, Sorting
and Matrix multiplication case studies. The outcome of the Ocean model
case study is similar to the of Matrix multiplication and, thus, we do not
report them. In the rest of the section, by writing K LAIM we will indicate
the new version of the framework and will refer to its previous version
by calling it old K LAIM.
Password search. Adding an element at the end of an array takes less
time than adding an element in other data structures. This is the reason the
writing time of K LAIM based on indexing is lower than that of old K LAIM
(the tuple space of old K LAIM is vector-based). This fact is evidenced in
Figure 11.
Differently from the outcomes of the measures of writing time, the
tuple space based on indexing outperforms old K LAIM. As shown in
Figure 12, the local reading and withdrawing times are much lower for
K LAIM. In Figure 12, we also consider the execution times for the implementation based on hash tables (K LAIM(H)), it shows that the latter
provides better results than the others.
Sorting. While improving the implementation, we noticed a problem
with inefficient data transmission in old K LAIM that slows down writing
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Figure 11: Password search. Local writing time (1 × 106 passwords)
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Figure 12: Password search. Local reading and withdrawing times (1 ×
106 passwords)

and reading times especially when bigger portions of data are transmitted.
As shown in Figure 13, the remote reading time is much smaller for
K LAIM than for old K LAIM.

Matrix multiplication. Performance in the Matrix multiplication case
study depends on remote operations more than for other case studies.
Here, we report only the results for the case in which matrix B is uniformly
distributed among the workers; the other case leads to similar results. As
shown in Figure 14-15, the remote writing and reading times decrease
significantly when we compare K LAIM with old K LAIM. In Figure 15, the
remote reading time for the runs with one worker is not shown since, in
this case, only the local tuple space of the worker is used.
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Figure 13: Sorting. Remote reading time (10 × 106 elements)
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Figure 14: Comparisons of two K LAIMs. Matrix multiplication. Remote
writing time (the matrix order is 100)

4.3

Assessing different implementations

In this section, we evaluate four implementations of the tuple space
that have been selected in Section2.3 (G IGA S PACES, K LAIM, M OZART S PACES,
and T UPLEWARE) using four case studies (Password search, Sorting,
Ocean model, and Matrix multiplication). In our experiments, we use
only the new version of K LAIM (that we call K LAIM). In addition to the results of experiments carried out on a single host machine, we also present
results of experiments that were conducted on several host machines.
Password search. In Figures 16-17, the trend of the total execution time
is reported as the number of workers and size of considered database
increase. In Figure 16 the size of the database is 1 × 105 entries, while
Figure 17 reports the case in which the database contains 1 × 106 elements.
From the plot, it is evident that G IGA S PACES and K LAIM exhibit better
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Figure 15: Comparisons of two K LAIMs. Matrix multiplication. Remote
reading time (the matrix order is 100)

performances than the other systems. In the diagrams below, in addition
to the results for four implementations, we will provide measures for a
different implementation of the case study with T UPLEWARE. We will
refer to the additional experiment by T UPLEWARE ( H ) and will describe it
in some details at the end of this paragraph.
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Figure 17: Password search.
Total time (1 × 106 passwords)

Figure 16: Password search.
Total time (1 × 105 passwords)

Figure 18 depicts the local writing time for each implementation with
different numbers of workers. As we can see, by increasing the number of
workers (that implies reducing the amount of local data to consider), the
local writing time decreases. This is more evident for T UPLEWARE, that really suffers when a big number of tuples (e.g. 1 × 106 ) is stored in a single
local tuple space. The writing times of K LAIM and G IGA S PACES are the
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Figure 18: Password search. Local writing time (1 × 106 passwords)

lowest among other systems and do not change significantly during any
variation in the experiments. The local writing time of M OZART S PACES
remains almost the same when the number of workers increases. Nonetheless, its local time is bigger with respect to the other systems, especially
when the number of workers is equal or greater than 10.
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Figure 19: Password search. Local reading and withdrawing times (1 ×
106 passwords)

In our experiments, we did measure only the writing and reading
time which are the most frequently used in the considered case studies.
We ignored the withdraw operation; that can be seen as an atomic step
consisting of a read followed by a removal action. The latter requires synchronization on (part of) the tuple space, and the way synchronization is
guaranteed highly impacts on performances. Thus, we only evaluated the
cost of withdrawing for the Passwords search case study by considering
local searches and allowing withdrawing, and not just reading, passwords.
The local reading and withdrawing times for the new program are shown
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in Figure 19. As expected, withdrawing time is slightly greater than
reading time.
The reading times of G IGA S PACES and M OZART S PACES are always
similar, whereas the reading time of T UPLEWARE decreases when the
number of workers grows. K LAIM performs much better than others.
Since this case study requires little synchronization among workers, generally, performance improves when the level of parallelism (the number
of workers) increases.
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Figure 20: Password search. Search time (1 × 106 passwords)

We would like now to comment on the behavior of T UPLEWARE whose
source code is publicly available2 . T UPLEWARE exploits Hashtables as a
container for tuples but their efficient use relies on using specific kinds
of templates (the first fields should contain values, not variables). This
is not the case for our skeleton implementation and thus T UPLEWARE’s
potentials are not fully exploited. Thus, we considered an alternative
skeleton with tuples that meet T UPLEWARE requirements and noticed
that its performances greatly improved while those of the others remained unchanged. In Figures 16 - 20 T UPLEWARE ( H ) refers to tests with
this adapted code. T UPLEWARE ( H ) exhibits a writing time close to the
best one of K LAIM (Figure 18) and the best reading time (Figure 19).
T UPLEWARE ( H ) is particularly efficient when databases of bigger size are
used.
In general, searching time is similar to local reading time but it needs
2 Source code of T UPLEWARE is available on GitHubhttps://github.com/
akatkinson/Tupleware.
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to take into account searching in remote tuple spaces. When considering
just one worker, the searching time is the same as the reading time in a
local tuple space, however, when the number of workers increases the
searching time of T UPLEWARE and K LAIM grows faster than the time of
G IGA S PACES. Figure 20 shows that G IGA S PACES and M OZART S PACES
are more sensitive to the number of tuples than to the number of accesses
to the tuple space.
Summing up, we can remark that the local tuple spaces of the four
systems exhibit different performances depending on the operation on
them: K LAIM and G IGA S PACES exhibit best writing time, while K LAIM
demonstrates also fast querying operations. However, some of the implementations do not exhibit their best performance without specific tuning.
For instance, without any change in the code of case study’s skeleton,
T UPLEWARE demonstrates mean performance, whereas, with the adapted
code that satisfies some requirements of T UPLEWARE, its performance
increases significantly.
Sorting. Figure 21 shows that G IGA S PACES exhibits significantly better
execution time when the number of elements to sort is 1 million. As
shown in Figure 22 when 10 million elements are considered and several
workers are involved, T UPLEWARE, K LAIM and M OZART S PACES exhibit
a more efficient parallelization and, thus, require less time.
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Figure 22: Sorting. Total time
(10 × 106 elements)

Figure 21: Sorting. Total time
(1 × 106 elements)
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This case study is a computation intensive one but requires also an
exchange of structured data. The benefits of the parallelization are more
evident for the tests with an array of 10 million elements where the
percentage of the time spent for data communication and transmission is
less than the time spent for sorting.
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Figure 23: Sorting. Remote reading time (10 × 106 elements)

As shown in Figure 23, the remote reading time of T UPLEWARE is
always higher than that of other tuple spaces, and all those demonstrate
similar behavior. Figure 24 shows that, in all cases, increasing the number
of workers does not affect the local writing time. At the same time, by
comparing Figures 18 and 24, we see that all implementations of tuple
spaces except T UPLEWARE and K LAIM spend more time for writing. This
is especially evident for G IGA S PACES.
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Figure 24: Sorting. Local writing time (10 × 106 elements)

It is worth noting that, during our tests, we experienced some problems with M OZART S PACES (the version of the library is mozartspaces-dist71

2.3-SNAPSHOT-r15239). The problems, related to data loss, occurred
when more than 10 workers were present. After analyzing our code, the
Vienna group pinpointed the bug and fixed it (the version of the library
is mozartspaces-dist-2.3-SNAPSHOT-r21c82ce88e5456). The experiments
presented here are based on the revised implementation.
Ocean model. This case study was chosen to examine the behavior of
tuple space systems when specific patterns of interactions come into play.
Out of the four considered systems, only T UPLEWARE has a method for
reducing the number of visited nodes during search operation which
helps in lowering search time. Figure 25 depicts the number of visited
nodes for different grid sizes and a different number of workers (for this
case study in all figures we consider only 5, 10, 15 workers because for
one worker generally tuple space is not used). The curve depends weakly
on the size of the grid for all systems and much more on the number
of workers. Indeed, from Figure 25 we can appreciate that T UPLEWARE
performs a smaller number of nodes visits and that when the number of
workers increases the difference is even more evident3 .
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Figure 25: Ocean model. Number of visited nodes (the grid size is 1200)

The difference in the number of visited nodes does not affect significantly the total time of execution for different values of the grid size
(Figure 27-28) mostly because the case study requires many read operations from remote tuple spaces (Figure 26).
3 In Figures 25, the curves for K LAIM and M OZART S PACES are overlapping and green
wins over purple.
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As shown in Figure 26 the time of remote operation varies for different
tuple space systems. For this case study, we can neglect the time of
the pattern matching and consider that this time is equal to the time of
communication. For T UPLEWARE, this time is significantly greater than
that of the others. G IGA S PACES, that has a centralized implementation,
most likely does not use TCP for data exchange but relies on a more
efficient memory-based approach. The communication time of K LAIM
and M OZART S PACES is in the middle (in the plot with logarithmic scale)
but close to G IGA S PACES by its value: for G IGA S PACES this time varies in
the range of 0.0188 to 0.0597 ms, for K LAIM and M OZART S PACES in the
range of 2.0341 to 3.0108 ms, and for T UPLEWARE it exceeds 190 ms4 .
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Figure 26: Ocean model. Remote reading time (the grid size is 1200)

The total execution time generally follows the remote reading time as
shown in Figures 27 and 28. Even with the reduced number of visited
nodes, because of the high remote reading time, T UPLEWARE falls behind
other tuple spaces.
Matrix multiplication. This case study consists mostly of searching
tuples in remote tuple spaces, and this implies that the number of remote
read operations is by far bigger than the other operations. Therefore,
G IGA S PACES outperforms other tuple space systems total execution time
(Figure 29).
As discussed above, we consider two variants of this case study: one
in which matrix B is uniformly distributed among the workers (as the
4 In

Figures 26, the curves for K LAIM and M OZART S PACES are overlapping.
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matrix A), and one in which the whole matrix is assigned to one worker.
In the following plots, solid lines correspond to the experiments with
uniform distribution and dashed lines correspond to ones with the second
type of distribution (names ending with B-1 are used to refer this kind of
distribution).
Figure 30 depicts the average number of the nodes that it is necessary to visit in order to find a tuple for each worker. When considering
experiments with more than one worker all tuple space systems except
T UPLEWARE demonstrate similar behavior: the total time almost coincides
for both types of the distribution. However, for the uniform distribution
T UPLEWARE exhibits always greater values and for the second type of
distribution, the values are significantly lower. The second case reaffirms
the results of the previous case study because in this case all workers
know where to search the rows of the matrix B almost from the very
beginning that leads to the reduction of the amount of communication,
affects directly the search time (Figure 31) and, in addition, implicitly
leads to the lower remote reading time (Figure 32, the remote reading
time is not displayed for one worker because only the local tuple space of
the worker is used). In contrast, for the uniform distribution T UPLEWARE
performs worse because of the same mechanism which helps it in the previous case: when it needs to iterate over all the rows one by one it always
starts the checking from the tuple spaces which were already checked at
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the previous time and which do not store required rows. Therefore, every
time it checks roughly all tuple spaces.
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Figure 29: Matrix multiplication. Total time (the matrix order is 100)
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Figure 30: Matrix multiplication. Number of visited nodes (the matrix order
is 100)

The results of this case study are generally consistent with the previous
ones: remote operations of G IGA S PACES, K LAIM and M OZART S PACES
are much faster and better fits to the application with frequent interprocess communication; T UPLEWARE continues to have an advantage in
the application with a specific pattern of communication. At the same
time, we noticed that in some cases this feature of T UPLEWARE had some
side-effects that negatively impacted on its performance.
Block-wise matrix multiplication. We now introduce a variant of the
matrix multiplication algorithm supporting a higher degree of parallelization and relying on a different communication strategy. In the “row-wise”
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Figure 31: Matrix multiplication. Search time (the matrix order is 100)
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Figure 32: Matrix multiplication. Remote reading time (the matrix order is
100)

multiplication, each worker evenly gets parts of the initial matrices and
searches for required rows in tuple spaces of the other workers. In the
block-wise approach, instead, the master keeps all data and workers access its space to get them. The block-wise algorithm of multiplication
operates with matrices of smaller size (called blocks) obtained by evenly
splitting the initial matrices.
Suppose that matrix A is split into blocks of q rows and n columns
and matrix B is split into blocks of n rows and r columns. Then each cell
ci,j of the resulting matrix C can be iteratively obtained using formula
ci,j = ci,j + ai,k ∗ bk,j where i ∈ {1, .., q}, j ∈ {1, .., r} and k ∈ {1, .., n}.
In Listing 4.6 we report the actual code for Block-wise matrix multiplication. The master first initializes matrix C (line 2) and adds to its local
tuple space the blocks for matrices A, B, C (lines 3-7), then it assigns
tasks (lines 9-10). Finally, it collects the results sent by the workers (lines
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12-14) and notifies termination to them (lines 17-18). Each worker performs the assigned tasks (lines 26-30) and terminates its work (line 24-25).
After getting a task (line 23) a worker gets the two assigned matrix blocks
(lines 26-27) and adds their product to the intermediate result (lines 2830). Finally, it puts the result into the space of the master (line 31) and
continues its work.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Master():
initMatrix(matrixC)
for i in range(blockNumber):
for j in range(blockNumber):
masterTS.out("matrixA", i, j , matrixA.block(i, j ) )
masterTS.out("matrixB", i, j , matrixB.block(i, j ) )
masterTS.out("matrixC", i, j , 0, matrixC.block(i, j ) )

8
9
10

for k in range(blockNumber):
masterTS.out("task", i , j , k)

11
12
13
14

for k in range(blockNumber∗blockNumber):
masterTS.in("matrixC", ?i , ? j , blockNumber, ?blockC)
C.block(i , j ) = blockC

15
16
17
18
19

// poison tuples for all workers
for i in range(workerNumber):
masterTS.out("task", −1, −1, −1)

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Worker():
while true:
masterTS.in("task", ?i , ? j , ?k)
if i == −1:
break
masterTS.rd("matrixA", i, k, ?blockA)
masterTS.rd("matrixB", k, j , ?blockB)
tempBlock = blockA∗blockB
masterTS.in("matrixC", i , j , ?count, ?blockC)
blockC = blockC + tempBlock
masterTS.out("matrixC", i, j , count+1, blockC)
Listing 4.6: Block-wise matrix multiplication. Listing of master and worker
processes

We compared the performances of the two matrix multiplication algo77

rithms using G IGA S PACES since this implementation exhibited the best
performances in the tests for the row-wise version. In our experiments,
we divided the matrices into square blocks (e.g., q = r = n) to consider
just one parameter that we call block size (we used block size ∈ {5, 10}).
As shown in Figure 33, depending on the size of blocks and the number
of workers the block-wise multiplication exhibits different times. When
blocks of bigger size are used, we have that row-wise multiplication is
constantly outperformed.
As shown in Figure 34, the remote reading time is much higher for the
block-wise implementation; in this case reading requests are directed to
master, whereas in the row-wise case they are directed to workers.
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Figure 33: Block-wise and row-wise matrix multiplications. Total time (the
matrix order is 100)
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Figure 34: Block-wise and row-wise multiplications. Remote reading time
(the matrix order is 100)
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Experiments with several host machines. The results of the previous
experiments which were conducted using only one host machine provide
us evidence that G IGA S PACES has a more efficient implementation of
communication and that is very beneficial when many operations on remote tuple spaces are used. Since we do not have access to G IGA S PACES’s
source code we conjecture that it uses an efficient inter-process communicating mechanism and do not resort to socket communications as done by
the other implementations.
To check whether G IGA S PACES remains efficient when running over
a network, we have used Docker5 . This technology allowed us to create
a number of lightweight containers, similar to virtual machines, that
are isolated environments equipped with an operating system where a
minimal set of software components is installed that allows using fewer
resources. Each container has a network interface to communicate with
others. Masters and workers were launched in their own containers
and each set of experiments was conducted 10 times. We conducted
experiments over two case studies: Sorting and Matrix multiplication with
uniform distribution and we focused on remote reading time, the most
frequently used operation in all case studies.
To further explore the impact of G IGA S PACES’s inter-machine communication, we have also conducted experiments on a real network: 16
identical virtual machines (Oracle VM VirtualBox6 ) evenly placed in 3
real servers (see in Remark 2). Each virtual machine is equipped with 3
GB RAM and Linux Lubuntu 16.04.
When evaluating performances of Sorting we have that the remote
reading time of the networked version is smaller than the one of the single
host version (Table 5). This might be related to the amount of processed
data (much larger than those of other case studies) and to the way Java
Virtual Machine (JVM) works. In the networked version, each tuple space
is managed by an independent JVM, whereas in a single host version only
one JVM is used.
5 Docker is a software technology providing containers, promoted by the company Docker
- www.docker.com
6 Oracle VM VirtualBox is a free and open-source hypervisor for x86 computers from
Oracle Corporation (www.virtualbox.org).
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When evaluating Matrix multiplication, we have that the remote reading time exceeds significantly the one for the single host version (Table 6).
In our view, this is an evidence of the fact that G IGA S PACES does not use
network protocols when all processes run on a single machine.
Remote reading time

Total time

Single host version

60.0817

25701

Docker version

12.4407

28773

Networked version

12.2382

11112

Table 5: Sorting (host machines, 10 × 106 elements, 15 workers)

Remote reading time

Total time

Single host version

0.0223

1577

Docker version

2.867

19641

Networked version

1.3340

13918

Table 6: Matrix multiplication (host machines, the matrix order is 100,
15 workers)

As shown in Tables 5 and 6, the Docker and the networked versions
lead to the similar results. Indeed, their remote reading times differ
very little for both case studies. The total execution time is lower for the
network-based tests only because more powerful machines were used.
Discussion. The presented results provide us information on what are
the critical aspects of a tuple space system that deserve specific attention to
obtain efficient implementations. The critical choices are concerned with
inter-process and inter-machine communication and local tuple space
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management.
In our experiments, we have varied the workload by changing the
size of the input data; in this way, we have been able to track the different
performances of the different tuple space systems. In our opinion, the
results of our experiments are sufficient to provide a full account of all
tuple space systems and increasing the workload would not introduce
any significant difference.
The first aspect, concerned with communication, is related to data
exchange and is influenced by the choice of algorithms that reduce communication. For instance, the commercial system G IGA S PACES differs
from the other systems that we considered for the technique used for
data exchange, exploiting memory based inter-process communication,
that guarantees a considerably smaller access time to data. Therefore,
the use of this mechanism on a single machine does increase efficiency.
However, when working with networked machines, it is not possible
to use the same mechanism and we need to resort to other approaches
(e.g. the T UPLEWARE one) to reduce inter-machine communication and
to have more effective communications. To compare G IGA S PACES with
the other tuple space systems under similar conditions and thus to check
whether it remains efficient also in the case of distributed computing, we
have carried out experiments using a network where workers and masters processes are executed in separate environments (Docker containers,
virtual machines). The results of these experiments show that, although
the remote operations are much slower, in this case, performances of
inter-process communication of G IGA S PACES are similar those of K LAIM
and M OZART S PACES.
The second aspect, concerned with the implementation of local tuple
spaces, is heavily influenced by the data structure chosen to represent
tuples and by the corresponding data matching algorithms and also by
the lock mechanisms used to prevent conflicts when accessing the tuple
space. In our experiments, the performance of different operations on
tuple spaces varies considerably. The performances of a tuple space
system would depend also on the chosen system architectures which
determine the kind of interaction between their components. Indeed, it is
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evident that all the issues should be tackled together since they are closely
interdependent.
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Chapter 5

Replicating for efficiency
In this chapter, we extend the tuple space paradigm with a sharing
abstraction to improve data availability. In Section 5.1, we describe the
sharing abstraction and how it is applied to tuple spaces. Section 5.2
sheds some lights on the impact of improving data availability on a tuple
space implementation. Finally, Section 5.3 is devoted to the evaluation of
our new implementation.

5.1

Sharing abstractions

In this section, we discuss how sharing abstractions can be added to
tuple spaces and, by means of an example, we provide some intuition on
how such abstraction can be beneficial when programming applications
for the Internet of Things (IoT). One of the main problems with data availability is data consistency; we will also discuss how data consistency in
presence of replication affects efficiency and correctness of the operations
on tuple spaces.

5.1.1

Motivating example

To show the benefit of sharing abstractions for tuple spaces we consider a scenario borrowed from the IoT realm [92]. IoT can be seen as the
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extension of the Internet to the world of physical devices. Usually, an IoT
system consists of a number of communicating devices that collect and
exchange data, and coordinate their work over a distributed environment.
Let us consider a system that controls the average temperature in a
house consisting of several rooms, each of them equipped with different
devices: temperature sensors, alerts, and controllers. When the average
temperature exceeds a certain threshold the system has to activate alerts
in the whole house.

Figure 35: Smart home

Our scenario is presented in Figure 35. Temperature sensors of each
room are situated at the four corners of the rooms and share information
about the measured temperature with the other devices inside the room. A
controller reads the information about temperature, computes the average
value and, if the average is greater than a threshold, notifies the dangerous
situation to the group of alert devices. We can distinguish two functional
groups: the group of devices located in the same room and the group of
alert devices and controllers. Only devices within the same group share
information. For instance, sensors of the first room do not share data with
the controller of the second room.

5.1.2

Description of the sharing abstraction

Appropriate abstractions are needed for programming distributed
systems when data are shared not among all nodes of the network but
only among specific groups. In our approach, when data have to be
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shared among a group of nodes, we select a subset of them on which the
data is locally copied.
When implementing data sharing we distinguish three different levels:
a data-level where data consistency is defined; an operations-level where
operations on data are defined; and a location-level where data replicas
are determined. This separation of concerns makes it easier to modify
and tune an application by selecting the appropriate replication and
consistency strategies.
The nodes of a network can be divided into several groups according
to their communication pattern or functional meaning. It is assumed that
groups should be determined by programmers. For instance, in our motivating example for the devices we have three “ROOM” groups, one for
each room (“ROOM1”, “ROOM2”, “ROOM3”) and an“ALERT_GROUP”.
An example of how several devices of the first room are initialized is
shown in Listing 5.1: the controller belongs to both of them (line 2),
whereas alerts and temperature sensors to just one group (lines 4, 6).
1
2
3
4
5
6

// for a controller
controllerNode.init(refAddress, {"ROOM1", "ALERT_GROUP"});
// for an alert
alertNode.init (refAddress, {"ALERT_GROUP"});
// for a temperature sensor
temperatureSensorNode.init(refAddress, {"ROOM1"});
Listing 5.1: Initialization of tuple spaces

From the programming point of view, using a single operation to
access and modify data of several nodes makes programming clear and
simple. Moreover, since our sharing mechanism relies on the use of
replication, we may improve performance while hiding the complexity of
its implementation.
When we consider data placement, our tuple space uses implicitly
replication to make data more available. For each group, a node can be
either a replica node which stores a tuple space for the group; or an ordinary
node which does not store data but can perform operations which will
be directed to a replica node. In Figure 36, an example of the network is
presented where replica nodes are marked in green and ordinary nodes
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are marked in blue. The network consists of 6 nodes and 2 sharing groups
G1 and G2. Tuple spaces of each group are separated. However, every
node can be a part of several sharing groups and, depending on how data
are replicated, a node can be a replica node for one sharing group and an
ordinary node for another one. For instance, in our example, the node N3
is a replica node for the group G1 and an ordinary node for the group G2.

N1

N2

G1

G1 G2

G2

N3

N4

G1

G2

N5

G2

N6

Figure 36: An example network

5.1.3

Operations on data and their consistency

Data consistency. We consider consistency model and operations on
tuple spaces similar to the ones of RepliKlaim [76]. However, in our
approach, the consistency is defined not on the level of operations but on
the level of data which are used in applications. Thus, data consistency is
defined separately from operations on these data and the standard Linda
operations out, rd and in are not distinguished according to the data
consistency type (strong, weak, . . . ) like in RepliKlaim. In our approach,
the consistency type is a property of tuples, and it determines how the
tuple space performs operations. We consider two types of consistency:
strong and eventual (weak) consistency.
Operations on data. Depending on the required consistency type, operations on a tuple space act differently. Operations with strong consistency
are atomic and guarantee that the states of all the replicas are consistent
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immediately after the operation is performed. Operations with weak
consistency are less strict as a replica can reach a consistent state after a
certain operation is performed. Due to this difference, operations with
weak consistency perform usually faster.
To explain how operations on data can be used, we consider the case
of alert notification taken from the motivating example. Here, we provide
code snippets to better describe the sharing and give a more structured
description of how to use framework later. When the average temperature
exceeds a certain threshold, one of the controllers sends an alert by sharing
a tuple (Listing 5.2) with the group “ALERT_GROUP”, strong consistency
is required (line 1). Alerts are waiting for notification (Listing 5.3), with
the blocking read operation (line 2) and proceed when they see the tuple.
1
2
3

Tuple alertTuple = new Tuple("alert", true) ;
alertTuple . setConsType(eConsistencyType.STRONG);
controllerLoc.out(alertTuple , "ALERT_GROUP");
Listing 5.2: Controller notifies alerts about an alert situation

1
2
3

Tuple template = new Tuple("alert", true) ;
boolean result = alertLoc .read(template, "ALERT_GROUP");
notifyAboutDangerousSituation();
Listing 5.3: Alert waits for an alert notification

Listing 5.4 shows a snippet where a temperature sensor of the first
room updates its data about the current temperature. First, it tries to
remove the previous data if they were shared using the non-blocking
withdrawing operation in_nb (lines 2-3). Operation in_nb is a variant
of in and it either finds a matching tuple right away and returns true,
assigning values to variables in the template, or does not find it and
returns false without doing any assignments. Then, it shares a new value
of temperature using weak consistency (lines 5-7). In both cases, the
shared group is “ROOM1”.
1
2
3
4

// remove the previous data of the sensor if they exist
Tuple template = new Tuple("temperature", sensorID, Double.class);
boolean result = tempSensorLoc.in_nb(template, "ROOM1");
// write a current data of the sensor
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5
6
7

Tuple tuple = new Tuple("temperature", sensorID, currentTemp);
tuple.setConsType(eConsistencyType.WEAK);
tempSensorLoc.out(tuple, "ROOM1");
Listing 5.4: A temperature sensor updates its data

The writing operation out(t)@G (where G is a group of locations sharing data) with strong consistency terminates only when the tuple t is
added to all replica nodes. It is implemented as follows: the process
performing the writing operation sends a tuple t to the replica node it
is connected to, then, this replica node disseminates t to other replica
nodes and sends the notification to the process when the dissemination is
finished. In case of weak consistency, the replica node sends a notification
to the process immediately after putting t into its local tuple space and
only after it sends a copy of t to other replica nodes. In both cases, the
dissemination of the tuple and the waiting for the confirmation run in
parallel. An example of how the writing operation is defined and operates
is shown in Figure 37. Three levels are indicated: a data-level where a
tuple with weak consistency is defined, an operation-level where out operation is called and a location-level where the network overlay is defined.
On the location-level, the node writes to the replica R1 and immediately
receives a confirmation “conf” while the replica R1 distributes a copy of
the tuple to other replicas R2 and R3. Using dashed lines we demonstrate
the difference between tuples with weak and strong consistencies: writing
a tuple with weak consistency we do not need to wait until all actions
(dashed lines) are finished.
Withdrawing a tuple requires a mechanism that guarantees that only
one copy can be taken when several concurrent processes ask for it at
different replica nodes. For each sharing group, there is a primary replica
node. This node acts as a judge when two or more concurrent processes
try to withdraw the same tuple. The primary replica node is similar to the
owner of the tuple used in RepliKlaim. However, since we aim to work
with dynamic networks where nodes can enter and leave the network,
we cannot rely on a fixed node, since it might disappear. To this end,
the primary replica node may change over time: the only requirement
is that for each sharing group there should be only one primary replica
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conf
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Figure 37: The writing operation

node. When one of the replicas wants to withdraw a tuple it asks the
primary replica node whether it is possible: one of the requests will be
accepted, whereas the others will be discarded and the issuing processes
have to search for another matching tuple. If the withdrawn tuple has
strong consistency, it is returned to the process only after all its copies
have been removed from the replica nodes they are stored in. In case of
weak consistency, the tuple is returned immediately and its copies are
removed asynchronously. An example of how withdrawing operations
do work is shown in Figure 38. First, a node asks the closest replica R1
to withdraw a certain tuple. When this node R1 finds a matching tuple,
it asks a primary replica node PR whether this tuple exists. Then, node
PR removes a copy of the tuple and sends requests to remove this tuple
from other replicas. In case of a tuple with strong consistency actions
denoted with dashed lines should be finished before the node PR sends a
confirmation to the node R1.
Reading operations do not change tuple spaces, so they behave the
same regardless of the consistency type: a process asks a replica and this
replica searches only in its own tuple space without involving the primary
replica. Hence, the reading time for a node depends on the location of the
closest replica.
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Figure 38: The withdrawing operation

5.2

Implementing replication

In this section, we provide additional details about the actual implementation of the tuple space. In particular, we talk about a network
overlay, a routing table, and replication strategies. At the end, we provide
a short guide of how to use our new framework of tuple spaces with
sharing.
Figure 39 shows the main components of our framework and the way
they interact. The block of tuple spaces and their operation is responsible
for data storing and data manipulation. Replica placement strategies
specify rules for computing the set of locations where it is more beneficial
to store data. Network overlay is responsible for maintaining information
about replicas (routing table) and gathering data about the network.
Network overlay. The replication mechanism depends on the overlay
network designed to coordinate nodes that share data. The possible
operations are concerned with main operations that can be done on this
network and are summarized below:
• connecting to the network;
• leaving the network;
• determining the replica placement;
• adding or removing a replica.
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Figure 39: The diagram of components

A node joining the network has to declare to which sharing groups
it wants to belong. The procedure of finding replica nodes consists of
several steps. The pseudocode of this procedure is presented in Figure 40.
If a node uses several groups, it has to follow this procedure for each
of them. When a node connects to the existing network, first, it has
to obtain information about existing replica nodes (line 2) by getting
this information from any known node of the network. Then, for each
group, the new node chooses one replica node and notifies its choice by
connecting to it (lines 6-7). In our implementation, the node chooses the
closest replica. Since the chosen replica node is aware of a new node of
the network, the information about the node can be taken into account
while computing the optimal replica placement for the sharing group.
For each sharing group, every replica node knows all connected nodes
and according to the replication strategy can decide whether the replica
should be moved to another node or it is, instead, necessary to add or
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remove a replica. If there are no replica nodes or it is not possible to
connect to any of them, the node becomes a replica node (line 4).
1: function F IND R EPLICA N ODES(ref erenceAddress, group)
2:
replicaList = G ET R EPLICA N ODES(ref erenceAddress, group)
3:
if replicaList.empty() then
4:
E STABLISH R EPLICA N ODE()
5:
else
6:
replicaAddress = C HOOSE R EPLICA(replicaList)
7:
C ONNECT T O R EPLICA N ODE(replicaAddress)
8:
end if
9: end function

Figure 40: Algorithm. Connect to the network

Routing table. Each replica node maintains a routing table that contains the list of records about each group with all necessary information.
As shown in Figure 41, the record of a group contains the following information: the addresses of replica nodes for the group, the address of
the primary replica, the time stamp indicating when it was last modified, a hash value of the group information that is used to check if this
information is changed.

group name

-

replica addresses
primary replica
time stamp
hash value of group’s content

Figure 41: The record of the routing table

Periodically replica nodes ask other nodes for an update of the routing
table. Each group has only one primary replica node that is assigned two
additional tasks. First, it is responsible for finding an optimal replica
placement for its group and has to notify the other nodes when the current
configuration of replica nodes changes. Second, it has to play the arbiter
role for withdrawing operations when several processes look for the same
tuple. Replica nodes and the primary replica node are selected using the
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information about all nodes of the group and according to the chosen
replication strategy.
Replica placement and replica migration. Over time, network topology and nodes features might change, hence, performances, such as the
network throughput, might worsen due to the fact that replica placement
may not be optimal anymore. Thus, it is necessary to periodically check
the configuration of replica nodes. This requires two independent actions, namely network discovery and replica placement computation.
For network discovery, every replica node collects information about the
connected nodes and shares it with the primary replica node. For instance,
to collect information about latencies in the network, a node can ask all
replicas to provide a set of nodes to examine, then the nodes measure
latencies of connections with them and return this information to the
replica. In large networks, it is difficult to examine latencies between all
pairs of nodes, so, often only a subset of them is considered.
To avoid conflicts between different versions of the routing table, only
the primary replica node is responsible for computing replica placements.
It asks replica nodes to provide available network information, computes
the replica nodes on the basis of available information of sharing nodes
and changes it if necessary. If a new replica placement is different to
the current one, it is necessary to introduce new or remove old replicas.
When a node becomes a replica node, it does receive a copy of the tuple
space and the updated routing table in order to be enabled to receive
and process operations on the tuple space. When a node stops being a
replica node, the coordination information stored on it are removed and it
has to choose a replica to connect. All ongoing requests which were sent
to it have to be redirected to other replica nodes. All nodes previously
connected to the "was" replica node have to choose a new closest replica.
Replication strategies. To determine the set of the nodes where replicas
should be placed, we introduce a replication strategy that is a function
S : N × Inf → N that receives as input a set of nodes and information
about them and returns a set of nodes where data should be placed.
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Exact locations of the replicas determined by the replication strategy
are hidden to programmers. All nodes sharing the same data should
use the same strategy. In our implementation, the node (represented
by the KlavaNode class) has a parameter ’replication strategy’ that has
to be set during the initialization phase. A strategy can be any class
which implements a specific interface, whose main method returns a set
of replica nodes that is ordered by scores; the node with the highest score
becomes a primary replica node.
Replication strategies can exploit different information such as node
availability, computational performance, and so on. In this work, we consider strategies for decreasing the average data access time by considering
information on latencies between nodes in the network. During their
work, all nodes collect the data about the latencies between nodes and
send them to the replica nodes. Replica nodes share this data with the
primary replica that calculates the optimal replica placement. We rely on
the following metrics and techniques:
• Betweenness centrality [77] that is based on the number of shortest
paths that pass through each vertex.
• Closeness centrality [78] that is based on the sum of the shortest paths
between the vertex and all other vertices in the graph.
• Hot-Spot [27] that aims at placing replicas close to the nodes that
generate the greatest load. In our case, the parameter of the load is
the total number of read/write operations of the node.
The default number of replicas equals dlg ne where n is the number of
nodes in the group. For betweenness and closeness centralities, the node
with the highest centrality value becomes the primary replica node. For
Hot-Spot, the primary replica node is the one that performs the highest
number of operations.
A short guide to using tuple spaces with data sharing. Although the
underneath implementation is quite different, the application interface
of our tuple space with sharing is pretty similar to one described in
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Chapter 3. In what follows, we describe how the tuple space with sharing
can be used while highlighting changes in the application interface of the
framework.
To connect to the network, a new node has to specify (i) the sharing
groups, (ii) at least one address to connect to the sharing network, (iii) the
replication strategy for replica placement. Profiles of replication aggregate
this information and define how data are stored and distributed. Each
profile corresponds to a certain replication group and is identified by its
group name. Each node can have several profiles that have to be specified
while initializing the node.
The object of the ReplicationProfile class represents a replication
profile; it contains:
• a group name that is an identifier of the profile.
• a replication strategy that defines how data are distributed. An
object of any class that extends IReplicationStrategy abstract class
can be used. The strategy allows setting ‘the number of replicas.
• an implementation of tuple spaces that can be any class that implements ITupleSpace interface.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

// define a locality and a node
Physical locality = new PhysicalLocality(address);
node = new KlavaNode(locality);
// defining replication strategies
BetweennessStrategy syncStrategy = new new BetweennessStrategy();
syncStrategy.setReplicaNumber(2);
BetweennessStrategy dataStrategy = new new BetweennessStrategy();
dataStrategy.setReplicaNumber(10);
// defining replication profiles
ReplicationProfile syncProfile = new ReplicationProfile("syncGroup",
syncStrategy, TupleSpaceHashtable.class);
ReplicationProfile dataProfile = new ReplicationProfile("dataGroup",
dataStrategy, IndexedTupleSpace.class);
node.init (refAddresses, Arrays.asList ({ syncProfile , dataProfile }) ) ;
Listing 5.5: An example with two replication profiles
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An example with two replication profiles is presented in Listing 5.5.
In the beginning, we define a physical address of the node (line 2), a
node itself (line 3), and two replication strategies (lines 5-8). The first
profile (lines 10-11) is associated with the group “syncGroup”, the sharing
group managing data for synchronization primitives, such as counters
and semaphores. The data used by these groups should have strong
consistency and possibly a small number of replicas to keep the data
access time low. The second profile (lines 12-13) is associated with the
group “dataGroup”, the group of nodes that shares some data that can
have weak consistency. In the end, profiles are used for the initialization
of the node (lines 14).
Operations on tuple spaces with sharing are the same as for ordinary
tuple spaces. The difference lies in how we define localities in programming codes. Instead of localities we pass a string name of a group (see
Listing 5.6) that refers to a dynamically changeable collection of localities.
1
2
3
4
5

void out(Tuple tuple, String groupName);
void rd(Tuple template, String groupName);
void in(Tuple template, String groupName);
void rd_nb(Tuple template, String groupName);
void in_nb(Tuple template, String groupName);
Listing 5.6: Signatures of operations for the tuple space with sharing

Tuples are characterized by consistency level that has to be set when
tuples are emitted via out operation (see Listing5.7). Programmers can
choose to set either weak consistency (this is set by default) or strong
consistency. Consistency level is not specified for templates but it is taken
into account when matching tuples and managing copies of tuples.
1
2
3

Tuple tuple = new Tuple("counter", 10);
tuple.setConsType(eConsistencyType.STRONG);
node.out(tuple, "SYNC");
Listing 5.7: An example of the writing operation out

While initializing a node, it is possible to choose a replication strategy
among the following classes: BetweennessStrategy, ClosenessStrategy,
HotSpotStrategy. In Listing 5.8, an example of how to define a replication strategy is shown. Additionally, it is possible to set a maximum
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number of the replicas for each group using method setReplicaNumber
(a default value is dlg ne where n is a number of nodes in a group). It is
worth noting, that the number of replicas should be set once and has to
be the same for all nodes of a group.
1
2

IReplicationStrategy strategy = new BetweennessStrategy();
strategy . setReplicaNumber(1);
Listing 5.8: Initialization of a replication strategy

To introduce a new replication strategy it is necessary to implement
methods of the IReplicationStrategy abstract class. As shown in Listing 5.9, the main methods are setData, getReplicaNodes, and getPrimaryNode.
Method setData loads data to be processed. Up to now, we have only
considered nodes that collect information about latencies between nodes
and, thus, our replication strategies are based only on this kind of information. Method getReplicaNodes computes a number of replica nodes
and receives as parameter a subset of the nodes of the network. Method
getPrimaryNode determines a primary replica among replica nodes.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

// set
public
// get
public
// get
public
// set
public

data to be processed
abstract void setData(NetworkDiscoveryInfo data);
replica nodes
abstract ArrayList<String> getReplicaNodes(Set<String> nodes);
primary replica
abstract String getPrimaryNode(ArrayList<String> replicaNodes);
a custom number of replicas
abstract void setReplicaNumber(int numberOfReplicas);

Listing 5.9: Methods of the IReplicationStrategy abstract class

5.3

Evaluation of the implementation

In this section, we assess the implementation of the tuple space with
sharing. We start by describing the IoT case study used to evaluate the
proposed tuple space. Then, we describe the experiments we conducted
listing the parameters we varied and the measured metrics. In the end,
we present the results of our experiments.
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Figure 42: Sensor network

5.3.1

Case study

To evaluate the performance of the proposed tuple space and compare
different replica placement strategies we use a generalization of the case
study presented in Section 5.1. This generalization allows us to be parametric with respect to the network topology. We consider the network of
mobile homogeneous sensors with two types of devices: producers (P)
that generate information in the network, controllers (C) that collect and
process the information generated by producers (Figure 42). The physical
network relies on a number of antennas A, spread across an area, that
transmit signals.
In the experiments, for each group, we consider one controller and
many producers. Periodically, producers generate information and the
controller performs most of the data retrieval operations. Therefore, the
number of querying operations that the controller performs becomes important. To evaluate its performance in our experiments we consider two
cases: (i) the controller just reads the information provided by producers
and (ii) it withdraws this information. For each run, the controller is
placed in a random node of the network.

5.3.2

Network topologies

To simulate networks we have chosen 2 representative classes of
graphs: scale-free [93] and random graphs, based on the Erdös-Rényi mo98

del [94]:
• Undirected scale-free graph, a graph with a power law degree distribution of nodes (parameters1 α = 0.49, β = 0.02, γ = 0.49). For our
experiments, it is important that scale-free graphs create hubs, i.e.,
nodes that have much more connections than others.
• Random graph with the probability of an edge to be present that
equals 2 ∗ ln n/n.
Scale-free graphs are well-suited for representing Internet topologies,
while the second ones are usually used to model complex networks. Each
graph has 50 vertices. We have chosen this number since it is close to
the maximum number of physical threads that the machine we used for
experiments can have. Experiments with bigger graphs lead to results
with a very high standard deviation, making their interpretations difficult.
The weight of each edge is randomly chosen in the range [15, 45]. The
weight represents a network latency between nodes in milliseconds. In
this way, each tuple space performs requests and replies with a delay
corresponding to the latency between nodes.

5.3.3

Assessment methodology

Execution environment. We conducted our test on an Ubuntu server
(version 14.04.5 LTS) with 4 processors Intel Xeon E5-4607, each with 6
cores, 12 M Cache, 2.20 GHz, and with hyper-threading, offering in total
48 threads and 256 GB RAM.
Measured metrics.
sures:

For our evaluation, we collect the following mea-

• Writing time: the time required to write a tuple into a shared tuple
space.
1 α and γ are probabilities for adding a new node connected to an existing node chosen
randomly according to the in-degree and out-degree distributions correspondingly; β is the
probability of adding an edge between two nodes.
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• Reading time: the time required to read a tuple from a shared tuple
space using a template.
• Withdrawing time: the time required to withdraw a tuple from a
shared tuple space using a template.
Since the numbers of operations performed by a producer and a controller differ significantly, we measure separately the reading and withdrawing times for the producers and the controller. We conducted each
set of experiments 20 times and computed the average value and the
standard deviation for each metrics.
For the case study, we considered the following parameters:
• Number of replicas: r ∈ {1, 5, 10, 25, 50}. When we talk about the
number of replicas, we mean the number of data instances.
• Graph of the network: scale-free graph, random graph.
• Replication strategy: betweenness centrality, closeness centrality
and Hot-Spot algorithm, but also the random strategy that selects
replica nodes randomly for each run2 .
The computation of the betweenness and the closeness centralities is
done by means of the JUNG library3 .

5.3.4

Results

In all plots we use the following abbreviations for the replica placement strategies: BC stands for betweenness centrality, CC stands for
closeness centrality, HS stands for the Hot-Stop strategy and RS stands
for the random strategy. The postfix -w stands for operations with weak
consistency and the postfix -s stands for operations with strong consistency. The abbreviation LB stands for an ordinary location-based tuple
2 Since we have only one node which performs most of the operations, we combined
Hot-Spot approach with the strategy based on the betweenness centrality and, thus, the
primary replica is always the node where the controller resides.
3 JUNG - Java Universal Network/Graph Framework. The library is available from
www.jung.sourceforge.net.
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space (without sharing and based on explicit locations). Using this tuple
space, all processes write their data locally and look for other data by
visiting all other location one by one.
First, we consider the performance of operations performed by producers and, then, we evaluate the performance of operations performed
by the controller.
Figures 43-44 show that with strong consistency and with strategies
based on betweenness and closeness centralities the writing time grows
monotonously with the number of replicas. With weak consistency, the
writing time is generally lower than with strong consistency for all strategies and decreases as the number of replicas increases.
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Figure 43: Writing time (scale-free graph)
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Figure 44: Writing time (random graph)

It is worth noting that, when computing betweenness and closeness
centralities on our graphs, the sets of the nodes with the highest score
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turns out to be similar. In all experiments, the node with the highest
score is the same one and this explains why these two strategies behave
identically when only one replica is considered.
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Figure 45: Withdrawing time (scale-free graph)
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Figure 46: Withdrawing time (random graph)

Figures 45-46 show that the reading time does not change much when
the number of replicas increases with any of the strategies. For the HotSpot one, the reading time is similar to that of the random strategy because
a primary replica is placed where the controller process resides, and it
is chosen randomly. For the withdrawing operation, the location of the
primary replica is the one that determines mostly the time required to
perform it. Considering strong consistency, the withdrawing time mostly
grows for all the strategies except for the random one.
The reading operations for weak and strong consistencies are the same
and their duration depends only on where the closest replica is placed.
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Figures 47-48 show that the biggest difference between the strategies is
when 1 and 5 replicas are considered. Indeed, the fewer replicas are used,
the more actual data locations affect the average access time. This is the
reason why strategies based on betweenness and closeness centralities
perform better. When the number of replicas is higher than 5, the difference between the strategies is less evident. When the number of replicas
increases we have that the probability to have a closer replica is higher
and thus the reading time decreases.
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Figure 47: Reading time (scale-free graph)
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Figure 48: Reading time (random graph)

Performances of the querying operations of the controller were measured separately. The results for the strategies based on betweenness
and closeness centralities and the random strategy are similar to those
exhibited by producers.
With the Hot-Spot strategy, the reading operation is local for the con103

troller because a replica is placed in its node; thus, the reading time is
very low. The withdrawing operation with weak consistency is very
fast because the replica in the node of the controller is a primary replica
(Figures 49-50). With strong consistency, the withdrawing time of the
Hot-Spot strategy is similar (Figure 49) or better (Figure 50) than the
one exhibited with the strategies based on betweenness and closeness
centralities.
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Figure 49: Withdrawing time (controller, scale-free graph)
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Figure 50: Withdrawing time (controller, random graph)

To evaluate the impact of the data sharing, we considered also the
implementation of the same case study by relying on a tuple space using
explicit locations but without data sharing. Each producer and controller
has its own tuple space. All writing operations are local and to search for
data it is necessary to use a specific address of the tuple space. Therefore,
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Figure 51: Reading time (controller, scale-free graph)
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Figure 52: Reading time (controller, random graph)

to collect the information provided by producers, the controller has to
visit all their tuple spaces. Since data are not replicated, there is no
distinction between strong and weak consistencies and the number of
replicas is also not considered. From Figures 49-50 it is evident that it takes
more time to perform withdrawing operations with strong consistency
for tuple spaces with sharing than for the locations-based version when
the number of replicas exceeds a given threshold (5 for the scale-free
graph and 1 for the random graph). However, with weak consistency,
withdrawing operations take less time for all the strategies except the
random one. This is more evident when the scale-free graph is used. In
our experiments, the reading time is very similar to the withdrawing time.
And, hence, taking into account Figures 47-48, the reading time of the
locations-based version is higher than the reading time of tuple spaces
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with data sharing (see Figures 51-52).

Time, ms

Controller

100
9 × 10−1
8 × 10−1

1

3
Number of Replicas

Figure 53: Reading time of controller (smart home case study)

To validate the results of our experiments, we have also implemented
the smart home scenario described in Section 5.1 using several machines.
In the case study, we do not distinguish groups of rooms but have a single
group for all rooms. We deployed the application in this way: the code
of each room (i.e., the code of the devices) has been placed on a different
server, and the scenario consists of a cluster of three servers/rooms. For
the test, we considered 1 and 3 replicas (that corresponds to the number
of rooms) and the strategy based on the betweenness centrality. We
measured the reading time for the controller (see Figure 53) and the
results are in line with the ones of our simulations.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion
Communication among the components is a crucial point when designing a distributed system. The choice of tools and their implementations
can seriously impact the overall performance of the system. This work
has been devoted to the evaluation of tuple spaces, that can be seen as
an associative shared memory, as a suitable tool for building distributed
systems. As a representative of the indirect communication, the tuple
space model differs significantly from approaches of other communication
paradigms, such as interprocess communication. Programming simplicity,
time- and space- decoupling are the main features of tuple spaces that
greatly facilitate programming of interactions between components of
a distributed system. The price to pay for these features is in terms of
performances.
We assessed a number of tuple space’s implementations. First, we
preselected some of them on the base of their description and, then,
experimentally evaluated their performances and discussed how certain
techniques and approaches affect performances of tuple spaces and which
of them are more important than others. In particular, we focused on the
cost of pattern matching and communication.
We presented an improved implementation of tuple spaces as a middleware. The implementation of K LAIM, K LAVA, was taken as the starting
point. The main aim was to improve its pattern matching algorithm. The
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previous version was obsolete and not suitable to be used for building
modern applications. The main concerns were related to the performances
of communication and pattern matching. Thus, we implemented several
tuple spaces based on different data structures and data querying techniques that considerably improved the performances of data retrieving
operations on tuple spaces and their throughput. We added the possibility for programmers to choose which implementation of tuple spaces to
use. Such choice would depend on the data and the patterns used in the
specific applications. We improved also the parts related to interprocess
communication and added a number of new operations that aim at reducing the number of tuple space’s accesses. The new implementation was
shown to outperform the old one on several aspects; in particular, it exhibited faster pattern matching and faster communication. We also compared
the performance of our new implementation with several others, namely
G IGA S PACES, M OZART S PACES, and T UPLEWARE.
Then, we have extended our implementation with data sharing abstraction. Sharing simplifies programming communication among several
processes: the programmer specifies only a group of nodes that share data
and do not care where data are actually stored. At the same time, the middleware guaranteeing the sharing makes it possible to optimize the actual
placement of data to improve average access time. The new implementation allows specifying how to distribute (via replication strategies) data,
how data have to be stored (by selecting the appropriate data structure)
and what consistency model to use for them. Each interaction among
nodes can be described in terms of sharing groups. Information about
each group is aggregated in replication profiles that programmers have to
define in the code. Moreover, programmers specify sharing groups and
at run-time the middleware optimizes the data placement adjusting it to
certain network characteristics. The description of the abstraction and
the implementation of the tuple space with sharing were accompanied
by experiments used to validate proposed techniques. The results of
the experiments, where we varied different replication strategies, consistency models and the number of replicas, confirmed our expectations.
By choosing each of these parameters, it is possible to improve perfor108

mances by resorting to programming with sharing rather than ordinary
locality-based programming.
Directions for future works. We are considering several directions for
future work. They are concerned with the extension of the current implementation, its improvement to meet the requirements of modern distributed systems, and with the development of methodologies that make
it easier for programmers to tune applications using our framework.
First, programming facilities make it easy to extend our framework
with new replication strategies, implementations of tuple spaces, and
different kinds of consistency. Providing richer tools to programmers
allows tuning applications more precisely. Talking about replication
strategies, one possibility we are considering is to add a fault tolerance
strategy that can cope with a predetermined (parametric) number of
failures. Similarly, new implementations of tuple spaces can be added, e.g.
the one that represents a queue or a stack, that can be naturally used in
applications that tend to emulate these data structures on top of canonical
tuple spaces.
Another direction is to implement additional features and requirements that modern distributed systems demand. The first one is data
security. In fact, access control and secure communication channels are
standard requirements of many distributed systems that work over the
Internet. The second one is scalability: the algorithm for choosing replicas
placement can become a bottleneck that prevents applications to be scalable. In the context of our work, it is necessary to find a balance between
the amount of network information to be analyzed and the quality of
replica placement.
The last (but not least) direction is to help programmers in their decision on how to use the available set of techniques provided by the
framework. We believe that this process can be automated, according to
the specific application; the developer could be provided with the appropriate combination of tools which will optimize the overall performance
of his application.
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